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1A COMPARISON OF THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONAL WORK OF JOHN WESLEY WITH THE
RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONAL WORK OF HEINRICH PESTAL02ZI
I, INTRODUCTION
Th<B ltf« mud vorks of two great coatemporariesy so closely linked
with religious education, reflect new meaning in eonparative study*
What might have been the result if these leaders had been mutually
influenced can only be imagined. There is no indication that their
paths ever crossed*
Much has been written upon the educational theories and practices
OS Pestalozxi« Many studies have been made of Wesley's interest and
seal in promoting education* To take account of these investigations
and bring together in comparative study their life and work in the
religious education of children, the regeneration of society and training
of adult leadership for religious education is the purpose of this thesis
II. THE LIFE OF JOHN WESLEY
The Times in which he Lived
The era of John Wesley is marked by changing civilisation* The
Industrial Revolution beginning to have some slight influence in Wesley's
s
youth, brought stirring change to the England of his later ministry*
It was a rural England which he traversed at first with a few devoted
leaders, and gradually it expanded into an industrial population with
social problems and educational needs so great that Church and School
became at once inadequate to meet the situation. The shifting of populatior
from the south to the north brought a great horde of people into town
life with wretthed living conditions, long working hours and meager wages*
rJ
r
2The establiBhed church stayed in iti stronghold in the south irhile Wesley
and his followers carried their ministry to meet the requirements of the
industrial people of the north*
Influence of the French Revolution
The French Revolution and the breaking away of the American colonies
from the Mother Country brought to the fore the question of the rights
of kings, aristocracy and freedom. Poets, reformers and republicans were
the groups most concerned about the revolution* England was close enough
to see the unpleasant aspects of the French Revolution* English reformers
would not brook a rebellion costing so^mueh* Ihile the French chose to
overthrow monarchial rule, England preferred to reform it* Political prob-
lems in England did not parallel French problems of state* French opinion
was held in contempt by a nation long her enesny* If for these reasons
alone England did not follow the Frseh pattern in revolting against the
monarchy, she was not, however, exempt from intense discontent and agitation
Reformers and societies agitated the voting rights of all citizens irrespect
ive of property* While Edmund Burke appealed to the upper classes for the
preservation of the Crown, Hannedi Moore* s pamphlets in simple, convincing
style argued for democracy and were read by the working groups* Seasons
of famine, distress and acute poverty might have paved the way for a
revolutionary outbreak* The miners of Cornwall and the colliers of
Newcastle were vicious and destructive v^en John Wesley first went among
them* His intense loyalty to the King and the Government influenced his
followers* They became less impatient of ruling power and more zealous
for the progress of their own individual religion* The unrest was deflected
•Tfesley did not avert a revolution in England, for whether he had
lived or not, that would never have happened! but it can le|itiraately
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be argued that because of hie work and influence the iiq)aet of the
Revolution was softened, and England was far less disturbed*
Influence of the American Revolution
The struggle for independence on the part of the American Colonists
called forth at first sympathy and then rebuke on the part of John Wesley*
While this paper is concerned with the trend of his era, it can not deal
with the causes leading to John Wesley's part in the American rerolution*
Suffice it to say that while the English Church treated the Colonies with
a cold indifference, John Wesksy expressed his riews and meted upon what
he regarded as "the just elain of the Colonists to our regard and eare***^
Influence of Social Conditions in England
Much has been written about the cruelty and vice of this period* An
idle self-seeking clergy, drunkenness and rile talk as marks of distinction
for men of fashion, brutality and bestial torture of animals, lutTs been
commonly associated with the records of this time* Records show that the
Cockneys were permitted on holidays by the payment of two pence to amuse
themselves at the expense of the lunatics of Bethlehem Hospital* la London,
signs in gin shops invited passers-by to "get drunk for a penay or dead
drunk for two pence* ** Every sixth house in London was a grog shop* Cruel
penal laws did not lessen crime*
'*We are only saved from diseribing the age of Walpole in the
words which Porson once applied to an individual as 'mercantile and
mean beyond merchandise and meanness,* by the reflection that the
age of Sunderland, of the second George and of Walpole is also that
of Berkley, of Wesley, and of Pitt The earlier half of the
eighteenth century in Englemd is an age of materialism, a period of
dim ideals, of expiring hopes* Before the middle of the century its
character was transformed. There appeared a movement headed by a
ighty leader, who brought water from the rocks to make a barren
land live again****. ••••* Berkley among philosophers. Law among
divines, all derived new thoughts, evoked new harmonies or caught
new inspirations from the age* But more important than any one of
1 Edwards, Maldyn,- John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century - p* 96
2 Ibi« ,« p* 170*

these in universality of influence and range of achievenent were
John Wesler and the religious reviral to which he gave his najne
and life."'
The reactions to the restrictions of Puritanism of 1660 had brought desire
for abandoned pleasure* Outraged morality and good sense were in the
eighteenth Century bringing the desire of the people back to the read
issues of life* It cannot be claimed that there was a total disregard for
or superficial interest in religion* There were forces at work creating
a hatred for corruption and a longing for better standards of morality*
The schools had some part in creating this interest*
"Over twenty-five thousand schools of all classes were founded
in England and Wales between 160G and 1730 *•« These schools
supplied the poor with suwh education as was to be had in the
eighteenth century* This education was sufficiently ineffective^
but it was something at least^ and it carried with it the elements
of true Christian teaching* The religious revival under Wesley
owei perhaps 9 more than is generally suspected to the Christian
teaching in these new and humble elementary schools*"
The people may have been at heart religious althou^ showing apathy and
indifference to organised religion of that day*
influence of Romanticism in Literature
A return to RonKuiticism in literature,brought in the latter part of
the eighteenth century,love of nature and enthasiasm for human interests
,
into the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Burns and Blake* The Wetlejrys
breathed into hymns the romantic passion and exultant Joy striking
sympathetically upon the ears of the people* The literature of the period
tontains a steady stream of devotional books and works upon thwnes of
religious controversy*
Although there were times when John Wesley semmed to be at odds with
•onservative trends in his era and again in line with some of the tendencies
of his day, there was a readiness for the man and for his message dispite
3 Temperl^y, !ntT*Y*«'Cambridge Modem History* Vol VI*, P» 86
4 de Montmorency, J*E*,« Progress of Education in England, p*54
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5the hostile ignorance of the mob, the indifference of the wrietoeraey and
the bitter opposition of the clergy and the press*
Parentaee. ABoestry and Birth
John Wesley was descended on both sides from people actively and
profoundly interested in religion* His mother was the daughter of Dr*
Annesley, a minister to the Dissenters from the Established Church*
Yesley*s greatograndfather, Barthctlomew Wesley and his grandfather, John
Wesley were also ejected ministers* Susanna Annesley, mother of John Wesley
at the age of thirteen, withdrew from the Dissenters, remaining as did her
husband for the rest of their lives in the Established Chnech* The Rot*
Samuel Wesley was rector at Epworth, Torkshire market town at the time
of the birth of John Wesley on June 17,1703, He had received his appoint-
ment as a reward for his work in defence of the Revolution, dedicated to
Queen Mary,
nie Wesley children, nineteen in all, were brought up with rigid
carefulness and much attention paid to their education and religious
conversation. At the age of six, John was rescued from his burning home
when the family were Iriotims of an incendiary attack on the rectory* Among
the private papertiof Mrs Wesley was found her written decision- "to guard
well the soul of this child so mercifully spared.* The family must have
been victimized many times by their opponents within the community. The
following records show that the family must have been schooled in much
hardships
1701- Wesley's barn collapsed.
1702- Part of the rectory burned and in twelve months his
entire growth of flax destroyed by fire*
1709- the rectory destroyed by fire*
^1710- Samuel Wesley thrown in prison for debt*
5 Banfield. Frank.-* John Wesley. d*12
B Lunn, Arnold, John Wesley, o. 40
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"The man irtio took a hoatlle world for his parish did not come
of coward stock* His father, Samuel Wesley was a man of great
physical courage. One sees him against a sullen background of
hostile parishonerSf cheerful and undismayed, daunted neither by
poverty nor boycott nor the debtor's gaol* He did not know the
meaning of fear***
Education in Schools
Charterhouse
In his early school days at Charterhouse, John Wesley conformed to the
traditions of the family as a quiet industrious student. He suffered from
the bullying of the older boys who robbed younger students of bread; but
cheerfully attributed his good health to the frugal diet and his obedience
to his father's adyice in running around Charters-house gardens three times
every morning*
Education at Oxford
At the age of sewMiteen Wesley entered Christchurch, Oxford where he
applied himself to the study of theology that he might receive the Deacon's
Orders in the Church of England. The works of Jeremy Taylor and Thomas
a Kenpis tended to make him devout in that he prayed for inward holiness
and subjected himself to a rigid self-discipline* He was elected Fellow
of Oxford and later became Greek lecturer and moderator of his classes*
At this time he made a life*tiine rule to choose for intimate companions
only those whose associations would be beneficial* Approximately two years
interim lapsed when he served his father *s parish residing at Wroote, near
Epworth while his father's health failed. In the meantime, Charles Wesley,
brother of John, had been elected to a studentship at Christchurch*
The Holy Club
Following his ordination in 1729, John Wesley returned to his duties
at Lincoln, finding hie brother the leader it a much despised group of
II1
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7students, John soon became the recognized leader of this Holy Club, a
group of fifteen students meeting together for devotional study and conver-
sation. They were dubbed "Methodiits* among other derisive nicknames used
by carefree students observing their regular visits to the sick and the
prision, their strict observance of fast days and meetings for prayer and
meditation. The two brothers often sought advice from Law, and English
tutor, whose book^A Serious Call to a Holy Life" had been their guide*
John Wesley's parents were disturbed by his restless state of mind. This
advice came to hira from Laws
"You are to follow the Divine Light: wherever it leads you,
in all your conduct. It is God alone that gives the blessing, I
pray you always mind your own work, and go on with cheerfulness^ and
Ood, you may depend upon it, will take care of Hi8« Besides, Sir,
I perceive you would fain convert the worldj but you must wait Sod*8
own time. Nay, is after all He is pleased to use you only as a hewer
of wood or a drawer of water, you should submit,- yea, you should be
thankful to Him that He has honored you so far."
Rumors that the Holy Club would be disbanded by Christohurch authorities
ceune at the time when Wesley's father, failing in health required his
services at home. The feunily, urging hira to apply for his father's parish,
found him quite determined to settle down at home. His father died April 3,
1735. Not long after, Charles and John Wesley sailed under the English
Society for the propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Lands, in company with
Oglethorpe for the new colony of Georgia in America.
work in Georgia
Voyage Contact with Moravians
He came into his first association with the Moravians on this voyage.
During a stfrm at sea, when John Wesley could not restrain his fear, he was
jtouched by their serenity. He felt that in their quiet assurance they
possessed something that he did not have. Their example gave him the feeling
8 Banfield, Frank,- John Wesley , p. 26.
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of the possibility of an assured personal expefience. He was dissatisfied
with himself, and remained in that frame of mind all during his siay in
Georgia, He made his way at first with Delaunotte to the German settlement ih
Savannah* He had been sent out by the Society for the purpose of working
among the Indiems; but Oglethorpe insisted that it was not safe to go among
them, therefore his first duty was to the English colonists. His own chief
motive was to save his own soul by grtting away from evils and temptations
that had beset him ki Oxford* He had been told that the Indians were
waiting like little children to receive the Gospel, He changed his views
upon seeing them, considering them all excepting the Choctaws- ''thieves,
gluttons, dissemblers, liars, murderers of fathers, mothers, even their own
children, ** Upon returning to England he reported that he had neither found
nor heard of any Indian who had the least desire to be instructed*
Program of Work in the Colony
In his program of work with the colonists, he showed little aptitude
in adapting himself to the needs of a motley collection of uncultured and
dissatisfied people. He was lealous in fulfilling his churchly duties-
administering coimunion, holding three services a Sunday, reading prayers
in Italian and French, and in catechizing the children once a week* He
learned Spanish so that he might preach to the Spanish Jews and formed a
society patterned after the Holy Club, He was responsible for the gathering
of the children into a school, taught by Delamotte* When the well-tO-do
children made fun of the poorer class, John Wesley took Delamotte* s place
as a teacher for a week, going to school barefoot. His priestly, ascetic
type of religion was distasteful to a restive, pleasurs-^oving people who
resented his rebukes and questioned his insistence upon outward form and dut^*
*•
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9He became unpleasantly involved with certain membere of the colony, and
returned to England after an absence of two years and four months*
Conversion and Visit to Herrnhut
Peter Boehler, the Moravian, became Wesley's adviser in religious
matters. While attending a meeting at Aldersgate, of which he record in
his journel, "I felt my hear^ strangely warned," he gained that composure
of spirit and assurance of faith so long desired. He then sought further
advice from the Moravians in the Herrnhut colony at Marienbom, near Frankfo:
Peter Hoehler had given him confidence in putting his reliance upon Divine
Goodness* He could not accept without question Boehler's teaching that
assurance is given instantaneously not as a growth or bestowment. Of a cool
and logical tempersment, Wesley did not at once feel the enthusiastic fire
so he thought he ought not to preach, Boeler*s counsel to him was to
"preach faith *til you have it and then because you have it you will preach
faith."
He studied the entire program at Herrnhut and recorded in his Journel
the experiences of the people and the counsels of Christian David. His
visit strengthened the Moravian influence upon his life although he was not
attracted by the personality of Count Zinzendorf* His conception of religion
life was broadened and he began to understand that religious experience
takes different forms in the lives of different people*
Field Preaching in England
Returning to England he tried to carry out the Moravian advice,
preaching during the years 1738 and 1739 in pulpits wherever the opportunity
came, as London pulpits were closed to him. In 1739 and 1740 he joined
himself to Whitefield preaching in the open fields* Large crowds and the
opposition of olrgy to their doctrines of experiential religion forced then
•t.
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to open-air preaching. Out-of-door preaching was at first distasteful to
him for it seemed to him out of order that souls should be saved without the
Church» He did not enjoy crowds but preferred small eompanies immediately
gathered around him« He set for himself the task of establishing societies
and schools for those for whom he preached^ These first society bands
•onsisted of a membership of five or ten patterned after the Horariem brothel
hoods* They met together for teaching, exhorting scriptures, reading prayeri
in private homes, workhouses and prisons* After Whitefield returned to his
work in Georgia, the first Methodist meeting-house was erected at Bristol in
1739* Wesley became the proprietor of many similar chapels until the
expenses could be bourne by the societies*
Seoaration from fhitefield
In 1740 he separated from the Moravians in the Fetter Lan Society
because of his disapproval of their doctrine of quietism* His insistence
upon active effort being used as a means of grace brought him into controvert
with the Moravian brethren* A little later he came into conflict with
Vhitefield over the doctrine of predestination* Wesley's doe trine of
universe^, redemption or **free grace" was in direct opposition to the predot«>
tination theory and brought about a breach in his relations with Whitefield*
As the London Petterlane Society had started as a voluntary group seeking
spiritual advice from Wesley, many remained true to his teavhings*
Work in Mining Section* Founding of Orphana;;e and Mob Violence
m
J
Continuing his work as an itinerant preacher in the mining section of
Newcastle, he was touched by the poverty of the people* He established an
orphanage and school for destitute children, making this institution the
center for charitable work*
Oppesition and mob violence oftaa atteadad his work during the period
V,
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from 1741-1745. Village magistrates objeeted to the itinerant preaching^
and the social unrest of the uncultured groups among whom he ministered
caused him to be the victim of malicious lies and physical violence. He met
angry mobs with such courage that he often won their respect*
Beginning of Conference and Organiied Effort in Closing Years
In 1744, the first conference met of men whom Wesley had appointed to
look after the societies in his absence. He did not at first think of
appointing preachers for he limited the functions of these men to the reading
of prayers and expounding of scripture. As the work expanded and he found
he must make more infrequent visits to the societies; and he placed upon the
more reepeneibilities. Lay preachers and sympathetic clergymen were invited
by Wesley to meet and advise with him on matters of discipline, practice and
status of the lay preachers. Hiese gatherings became emnual affairs, estab-
lishing the organisation of preaching circuits and becoming centers for the
training of lay preachers*
In the latter part of his career, Wesley devoted more time to the orga
iiatioa of his schools and societies. He visited Scotland, Ireland and Wale
on preaching missions, ^e gave impetus to the formation of a Methodist
society in America, and sent out a preacher ehom he ordained as bishop to b<
in charge of the Methodist groups in the colonies in America. Never did th€
Wesley brothers consider themselves apart ffom the established church
although they realised that the time would come wh^n t^e societies would
be withdrawn from the Mother Church. In 1791, at the age of eightyeeven,
Wesley died in London*
1
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III. THB LIFE OF HEINRICH PESTAL02ZI
The Timee in Which He Llvd
Switxerland, during Pestalozxi's career^ vae the scene of discontent
and chcmging gcyernisents* The mast of people were losing their power over
governing bodies as the larger cantons became more aristocratic* A few
families had acquired pensflinent rule* During the French Rerolution,
Switxerland was siexed by the French and held fron 1798 to 1815* A new
eonfeieration of states was then set up, consisting of twenty-two cantons
each to be represented in the diet. Annual meetings were to be held
alternately at Berne, Zurich and Lucerne. Presently the old abuses were
revived and representitives were based upon property qualifications* The
clergy^ aristocracy, and officials held their ground against change until
1830, when the French again interfered. Universal suffrage was then gener-
ally conceded and two^thirds of the population could take part in public
affairs. Basel, where Pestaloszi spent his last daysywas divided on the
question of universal suffrage-* the town districts being conservative and
the country districts dtmocsatie. Results were not what the liberals expectj"
ed as they had not the means for strengthening their tentral power. The
French promised the Swiss,and other nations wishing to be free, fraternity '
and peace. Fron the time of its origin until well into the nineteanth century
Switzerland was but a loose confederation of sovereign or almost sovereign j
states.
Influence of Zwingli
Zwingli had introduced the spirit of democracy into Swiss Protestantism,
giving the movement an independent course from the Lutheranism of Germany*
His ministry became a great power in the city, inculcating the spirit of
freedom and independent thought. Public debates were held on the doctrines

13
0f JuBtifieation by Fai^^ the Lord's Supper and the Catholic practieee of
Indulgence and image worship so vigorously opposed by Zwingli« Through his
aetion the Catholic female convent was changed into a famous theological
training school for the reformed ministry and the cup was given to the laityi
for the first time in celebration of the Lord's supper* Zwingli had a milder
view on original sin and guilt than the other reformers* He believed that all
infejits dying before the age of responsibility, whether baptized or not, and
all noble heathen who lived up to their standard of virtue and longed after
true religion are saved by the grace of Christ, which may operate upon the
heart, without ordinary means and visible signs*
Influence of Calvinism
Caltinisa in Geneva brought an experiment in safeguarding community
life wi^h moral standards, upheld cmd enforced by a consistory of laymen and
clergy. The Calvinistic doctrine of preMstination separated the Geneva
group from the followers of Zwingli. It was an age of religious intolleranclie.
Many reformers of the Pratestant reformation had found refuge in Switzerland,
but feelings were bitter and Anabaptists suffered persecution there as in
other parts of Europe. The peasants and herdsmen of the forest cantons
remained aloof and loyal to the Catholic faith, fighting their right to
religious liberty. Strife was bitter between the Protestants and Catholics
and did not come to a peaceful settlement until after Pestalozzi's time*
Tendencies Toward Racial Tolerance ^>
Not until 1848, did the Swiss develop a constitution recognizing with
satisfaction both federal and cantonal powers. Three nations bordering upol
Switzerland made the country a refuge for the oppressed and a cosmopolitan
nation with early tendencies toward raeied tolorance. It was natural that
the people of Switzerland shoull have close eoannanication with Germany, Italt,
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and Framce and that the Literature of these nations should have a profound
influence upon the people.
Social Conditions
Switxerland as an agricultural country was emerging from a feudal land
system. Peasants were beginning to combine industry with agriculture.
Spinning was carried on in many households. Social problems were a|p:avated
by a lack of unity between the cantons. Peasant uprisings due to social
unrest were common*
Educational Development
The education of the masses was of a very superficial quality failing
to prepare them for a democratic government. The character of popular educa«|
tion in German Switzerland at the close of the eighteenth century is described
by Hermann Krusi who became a disciple of Pestalozai at the age of twenty-five.
Krusi began his career as a teacher at the age of eighteen. As an errand bo^j
carrying a bundle of jmm up the mountain side, he met a relative who urged
him to apply for the position of schoolmaster recently made vacant. He was
desirous of the position but realized that he had little knowledge.
"Since my leaving the day school, where I had learned and practi(^ed
only reading, learning by rote, and mechani«al copying, and while I waej
growing up to adult age, I had so far forgotten to write that I no longer
knew how to make all the capital letters; ray friend Sonderegger there-
fore procured me a copy from a teacher in Altstattitf, well-known as a
writing master. This single copy I wrote over as often as a hundred
times, for the sake of improving my hand writing. I had no other speciajjL
preparation for the profession; but, notwithstanding, I ventured, when
the notice was given from the pulpit, to offer myself as a candidate for
the place, with but small hopes of obtaining it, but consoling myself
with the thought that at least I should come off without shame.
jj
The day of the examination came. An older fellow-candidate was first
called before the committee, fo read a chapter in the New Testament and
write a few lines, occupied him a full quarter of an hour. Uy turn now
came. The genealogical register, from Adam to Abraham, from the first
book of Chronicles, was given me to read. After this, chairman
Schlapfer gave me an uncut quill with the direction to write a few lines.
*What shall I write?* I said. *Write the Lord's prayer or whatever you
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like,* was the answer. As I had no knowledge of composition or spelling, it
may be Aaaigined how the writing looked. However I was told to retire. After
a short consideration, I was, to ray wonder and pride, recalled to the room«
Here chairman Schlapfer informed me that the whole committee were of the
opinion that both candidates knew little; that the other was best in reading
and I in writing*
"The other, however, being over forty years old, and I only eighteen.
that they had come to the conclusion I should learn what vas necessary sooneih
than he, and as, moreover my dwelling house (the commune than had no school*!
house of their own) was better adapted for a school"house than his, I should;
receive the appointment, I was dismissed with friendly advice and encourag-
ing hopes of increased pay, if my exertions should be satis fact4v|i«**^
Small wonder, then, that the time was ripe for a reform in education*
Parentage, Ancestry, Birth and Early Training
Heinrieh Pastalozzi was descended from Protestant refugees who fled
from Vienna to Switzerland, settling in Zurich in 1567 and adopting the
reformed faith, Heinrieh* s paterned grandfather became pastor at Honigg*
John Baptist Pestaloizi, father of Heinrieh Pestalozzi, was a surgeon and
oculist. He died when Heinrieh was five jyears old, leaving his widow with
three children and a very slender fortune. The oldest boy. Baptist, died
in youth, A sister, Barbara always eorrosponded with her brother Heinrieh,
Susanna Pestalotsi, a gifted and admirable mother, ehose to rear her
children in Zurich where educational advantages were better than in the
town where she might have been sheltered by her brother*
John Heinrieh Pestaloizi was born in Zurich, January 12,1746, He was
brought up in rigid economy, softened only by the devoted love and generosity
of his mother and a faithful family servant. Puny and sickly, the boy spent
ipuch of his time indoors in the eompany of the women, deprived of a father
and boy companioBS* DeGuimps claims that lack of out«>door recreation made
him introspective, shy, awkward, imaginative and unaware of realities, in
poor health most of his life,
gducation
Heinrieh Pestalozzi was considered a poor student, judged by the
9 Cubberly,- Readings in History of Education , pp, 373, 374
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the master incapable because of his poor writing and many errors in spellings
He was good*natured and liked by his companions but always bore the name of
Harry Oddity of Foolsborough. Holidays were spent with his grandfather in
beautiful Honnig* Here he developed a love of nature and a respect for the
work of the fields and the industry of peasants. Influenced by his grandfath«
be decided early in life to become a pastor*
pife in Zurich University
He entered Zurich University, a literary center* By influence of the
professors, he cane to dispise wealth and luxury, placing truth and Justice
as his highest ideals. In company with student friends, he often slept on
the ground and submitted himself to a diet of bread and vegetables* Under
their teachings, he became sensitive to the injustices of his day, inquiring
into the causes of evil. He decided to sponsor the cause of the peasants,
rriting articles fla the student Journals. In these articles, he suggested th
following solutions to social problemst (1) All great minds working for
public good, no one despising fellow creatures when honest ahd industriousi
(2) Parents exercising care in choosing children*s compemions} (3) People
eager to praise rather than blame others f (4) Selling of Tissot's book to
parents) (5)Someone outline simple educational principles which would help
Tathers and mothers to bring up children in a rational manner; (6) All irtio
rork with hands looked upon as pillars of liberty; (f) All fellow citiiens
itudying history and laws of canon,
jife Work Decisions
In his struggle to find his life work he turned from the ministry to la'
ind from law to agriculture. In 1762, he became an enthusiast for Rousseau
ind took part in a student revolt championing Rousseau's cause* From this
>ijio oa, ho was regarded with suspicion by his countrymen as a dangerous
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ReTolutionist* In 1763,1764 and 1765, h« d«Yot«d himself to the study of
law with a view to help his country in national affairs* Overwork and shock
at the sudden death of Blunschli brought on serious Illness, His doctor
advised a rest in the country and he decided to $ry out an experiment in
agricultural life suggested to hin by the writings of Rousseau* He had been
engaged for some time to Anna Shultess, a childhood friend, and a beautiful
and talented girl* His marriage to her permitted him to live a simple
peasant life on his farm at Mei^off* Here in regaining his health,he chose
to experiment and discover how the living of peasants might become more
worth while*
Birth of a Son and First Experimental Teaching
17
The birth of a son gave him new interest^ IVom the time the bey reached
the age of three and a half years the father kept a journal of his efforts
in educating the boy* Through this expefimental teaching he saw the possibil
ities in the industrial education of the poor* children of employees upon
[great estates, and orphans made homeless by political uprisings* He wrote an
ppeal to the "Fiends of Humanity," eraphasiiing the need for public support
of industrial education*
chool at Newhoff
Pestalezii felt a desire and need for studying real children* Convinced
hat a sound education would alleviate the misery and suffering of the poor,
Ibe opened a school in his own home on the farm at Newhoff in 1774. Here ho
^as permitted to take over the care of fifty abandoned children. DeGuimps
luiys of this experimentt
"Pestalozsi, like St* Francis, wedded poverty and with sublime
•olf-saerifiee studied all its peculiarities in order to discover
the true and only method of allieviating its miseries*"
10 Doguimpt, Roger,- Pestalo«xi. His Life and Works , p*113

The elwaenti 6f readlBg, wriiing,"^ithn«xie,gara«Blngf rarniBg, epinaing
and eheesamaking were intersperced with moral and religious training*
Pestalotii and hie wife were obliged to close the school at the end of two
years as the experiment was a financial failure. Of the experiment
Pestaloszi wrotet
"For years I have lived in the midst of fifty little beggars
sharing in my poverty my bread with them, living like a beggar
myself in order to teach beggars to live like men***ll
Fortunately, Pestaloxti took this time to write while continuing to farm*
"Leonard «md Gertrude,** a story of Swiss peasant life in which Pestalozti
set forth hie ideals of education in a popular form was published in 1781*
The book was such a success that Peetalozsi was made a citizen od the French
Republic* With meager opportunities for making a living he continued to
farm and to think until a new opportunity cane to him in 1798
Schools at Stantz and Burgdorf
The Helvetic republic had been formed and citizen Pestalozzi, much to
the disgust of many authorities,applied for service as schoolmaster* French
troops, making stubborn vesietence in three German cantons shot down a
great number if people* After this invasion, one hundred sixty-nine orphans
in the little town of Stainz were placed under the care of citizen Pestalozz:.
For six months he labored as father, mother, teacher and nurse* When his owii
health was broken the school was turned into a hospital and Pestalozzi
became schoolmaster at Burgdorf* He now turned his attention more to the
working out of teaching method*
He came into conflict with the authorities who did not understand his
practices, was dismissed, hired as teacher in another school, and returned
i|to Burgdorf in 1800, opening himself, a school in an old castle* He gathere
other teachers interested in the improvement of instruction, so that teacherd
i
11 Cubberly, Elwood p* Brief History of Education * p* 297
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began to specialize in various branches of instruetion* The school was
enlarged into a training institute^ the government paying him for giving
Swiss teachers one month of training in his school* In 1803 he was obliged
to close the school at Burgdorf as the castle was taken over by the govern-
ment* He moved the school to Ifunchenbusehsee near Hofyyl, housing it in an
old convent. He was associated in his work with Fellenburgy of Mofwyl*
Establishment of Training School At Yvsrdon
In 1804, he reorganized his Training Institute, establishing it at
Tverdon. Here for twenty years he worked* For five of these years he was
brilliantly successful* Besides his training school for teachers, he opened
up a secondary boarding school and an elementary day school with an orphan
asylum* He and his colleagues, Krusi, Buss, Tobler, Niederer continued to
write and to perfect their methods* The writings of Pestalozzi helped to
popularize education, and his schools at Burgdorf and Tverdon became the
•how places as observation centers in Europe,England and America*
Closing Years of His Career
His last years were frought with disappointment in his sensativeness
ever failure to realize all his ideals, the breakdown of his health emd
separation from many of his disciples* In his old age he tried to re-estab-
lish the school at Neiriioff*
He remained faithful to his three great purposes t- political reform,
friendship with the poor, and improvement of educational opportunity and
method throu^ practical teaching of children in moral and religieus
education as distinct from mere instruction* He died at Bragg in the canton
of Basel in the year 1827 •
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PCT.Tr.TnTiR TCDUCATIONAL WORK OF JOHN WESLEY
Authority for Educational Viewpoint s
Influence of Susaana Wesley
John Wesley was indebted to his mother directly or indirectly for
Bost of his ideas on education. He remembered well the training of his
Bother and was in corrospondance with her upon matters of education. There
is a marked similarity between the Viewpoints of mother and son. Susanna
Wesley thought that human nature was depraved in understanding, will and
affections, possessing a strong bias to evil with the root of all evil based
12
upon self will*
Her steps in religious education were to bring about repentance and
faith byt (l) Conquering the child's will, bringing him into cm obedient
temper. This thoroughly done the child will be capable of being governed by
reason and piety of parents until understanding ripens and religion has takei
root in the mind. (2) The parent will study to subdue self will, working
with God in saving a soul. Any parent indulging self-will does the devil's
own work making religion impractical, salvation unattainable, doing all that
13
in him lies to daram his child, soul and body. Life on earth is in prepara-
tion for the hereafter, therefb re religion is man's chief business. Mrs*
Wesley felt a great uncertainty about the merits of her training, warning
her children constantly even in later life to examine themselves upon their
state of faith, rep entemce and hope of salvation. She was a firm believer in
the importanaa of early training, but never quite sure of results. Not until
late in life did she accept the experience of her sons in the belief in present
14
forgiveness of sins* la a letter to her son she lists these rules which she
recalls using in the religious education of her children!
(l) **Cowardice and fear of punishment often lead children into
lying 'til they get a custom of it, which they cannot leave.
18 Prince, John W»,- Wesley on Religious Education . p.l04
13 Ibid pp 110,111
14 Cumock, Nehemiah,- Journal of John Wesley, Vol. II. pp 267,268
•'0
To prevent this those ufao eonfessed it and promised to amend
should not be beaten.
(2) Ne sinful action such as lying, pilfering, playing at church or
on the Lord* 8 Day, disobedience, etc* should never pass unpun-
ished*
(3) No child should ever be chid or beat twice for the same fault;
and that it they cunended, they should never be upbraided with
it afterward*
(4) That every signal act of obedience, especially when it crossed
upon their own inclinations, should always be commended and
frequently rewarded according to the merits of the cause.
(5) That if ever any child performed an act of obedience or did
anything with an intention to please, though the performance
was not well, yet the obedience to please and the intention
should be kindly accepted; and the child with sweetness directeji
how to do better for the future.
(6) That property be inviolably preserved and none suffered to invaci
the property of another in the smallest matter, though it were
but of the value of a farthing or a pin; which they might take
from the owner without, much less against his consent.
(7) Promises strictly observed; a gift once bestowed the right
passes away from the doner, be not resumed, but left to the
disposal of him to whom it was given.
(8) No girl taught to work until she can read very well; and then
she can be kept to her work with the same application, and for
the same time that she was held in the reading*-^^
"
Finding few books to meet her requirements Susanna Wesley prepared
Expositions on the Apostles Creed, the Ten Commandments and in dialogue form
a "Religious Conversation Written for the Use of My Children* It is known
that in later years Wesley had access to the last mentioned manuscript*
Influence of the Writings of Plato
In the word "de divinatione** of Cicero came the concept of immediate
inspiration. The early Creeks described it in their sacred oracles as a
violent breaking forth of the divine spirit in the human body which came to
connote enthusiasm. John Wesley with access to classical writings found in
Plate a high spiritual conception. Uan has the divine spark within him and
he must turn away from the particulars giwn by the senses if he would find
16
the divine universale. He found its counterpart in the scripture, "In him
we live and move and have our being.** The Christian Platonists, a Kempis,
15 Curasek, Nehemiah,- Journal of John Wesley. Vol* III, pp34-39
16 Lee, Umphrey,- Historical Backgrounds of Early Methodist Enthusiasm, p. 121
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mnd~ir«rMiy Taylor w«re absorbed by him as also lh« epiatTes and Gospel of Join*
His conception of Christian philosophy may be summed ub in Plato's wordst
"The only true method of healing a distempered soul*** ^7
Influence of Law
Attention has been given to the influence of Law upon the life of
Wesley* He later looked upon the theories expounded in his "Christian Perfei
tlon and Serious Call" as a "heavy yoke which cannot be put into practice*
He thought Law*s suggestions that those first entering the religious life
hould practice the presence of God was utterly impossible, considering that
they might not yet be convinced of sin* He objected to William Law's tract
"On the Spirit of Prayer** on these grounds, and questioned if such teaching
18
might not be harmful to his people*
Indebtedness to Other Leaders of Thought
Wesley read and admired Milton's Tractate on Education, acknowledging
his debt to Milton, He was powerfully influenced by Locke's essay on Human
19Understanding, and possibly read his "Hioughtt on Education* He read
Rousseafi's "Bnile" but found it a "most empty, silly, injudicious thing,"
Very little influence came to him theough his writings*
The works of John Amos Coramenius were read by Charles Wesley* Whether
he shared or discussed Coramenius* writings with his brother cannot be
ascertained. They furnished these principlest (1) In the education of
children, proceed from the known to the related unknown. (2) The tonstant
repetition of instruction with plainness* f3) Reading lessons should not be
Bonducted to make children parrots but to attend to how well and to what
ood purposes children read. In practice there is evidence that Wesley
ollowed these principles*
at Wesley Believed and Taught Concerning the Nature of Children
Wesley had no childre of his own but was fond of children and young
17 layeri,George,- Wesley. Philosopher and Church Founder, p* 101
18 Bnory, John, editor,- Works of John Wesley . Vol, II, p, 195
19 Ibid, Vol VII, pp 341, 336
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p«opl«» His austere nie-thodt ftMdl to Aoutradiet Tiiis natural aTfectlon for
children in all his personal dealings. The formal seyerity of his day and
the rigid discipline in his home, prevented hin from coining to know them in
a natural way. In his journal there are hints of *the lovely faces of childf
ren* whom he called *fair blossoms,' He declared once that **he was unable
to believe that the witath of God is abiding upon them,"
There are indications that children sought himi
*'An abundance of children crowded around me and * round them a
numerous congregation* So I gave them an earnest exhortation and
conroended them to the grace of Sod***
"The street was lined with children after his preaching. They
closed in on him and would not go until they had taken his hand,"
"I met fifty or sixty children. How much depends on these.
All the hope of the rising generation, I met the children, the most
difficult part of our office,"
Southy tells of his stay at Bathe in later years when he ordered his chaise
a half hour earlier than necessary, filling it with children and going to
ride with thwn,^^ There was a playfulness in his attitude toward his young
niece. He was strongly attracted to children, but thought of them as did thA
majority of people of his day as potential adult and candidates for personality,
WeBley*B Conception ofOriginal Nature
John Wesley believed in the depravity of human nature through the
original sin of Adam, Young and old fall short of God* 3 moral image and so
are alienated from him. We are by nature children of wrathj but God*s
universal grace can touch every man. This rebirth transofrms man into a
child of God, All people from birth are tainted with the diseases of sin,^*
In his sermon "On the Education of Children" he sets forth the following as
the diseases of sin- anger, deviation from truth, tendency to speak contrary
to Justice and mercifulness. By nature nan is an atheist without the knowledge
2d Curnock, lehemiah,- Jeurnal of John Wesley. Vol,VII, p, 73
21 Ibid Vol. VI, p, 347
22 Ibid Vol, Vi. P» 124
11 ISiiV.'Ai: ^d?i:r"i1:3s»o»S*isSi.?; 110392.399
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•r love of God uatil this be awakened or aiPoused within him. Not only do
nan's acts of disobedience separate him from the love of God, but the evil
inherant in his very nature makes hin the child of wrath. There is a differ-
ence of opinion among theologians as to what extent Wesley believed in the
depravity of human nature. If he accepted entire depravity^ what did he meia
by his statement *there is no man that is in a state of mere nature?*
Human nature, according to Wesley^ is not destined to be evil» Man is fre«
to choose, to be led by Gog« The salvation of man is desired by God, but
man must seek hin. God*s grace is extended to all» children and adults*
The ^rpose of the baptism of children ie to prepare them for the means
of grace by washing away original sin. Wesiey felt that nurture aid care
must fellow baptism, for even after baptism, the tendencies of evil possess
them« Children should be guarded from contamination with evil during the
helpless years, and at the same time build character so that they may resist
evil when they become of age*
Wesley's conception of religious experience grew out of hie Aldersgat^
experience*
"When we renounce everything by faith and get into Christ, then^
and not till then, have we reason to believe that we are Christians***
He did not, however, fix time and prescribe methods for entftre saneti-
fication. He believed that children might grow in grace and should strive
to gain all the mind that was in Christ. He, himself did not pretend to have
extraordinary revelations or gifts of the Holy Ghost, none but ••what every
Christian ought to, expect and pray for." His doctrines assume that he
believed it possible both for children euid adults to have an iinnediate
experience of God, but found it difficult to explain. Immediate experience l|of
God must be governed by reason and not in conflict with the Bftble. It shoulc
25 Telford, John,- Life of Wesley. pl81
26 Lee,Unphrey,. Historical Backgrounds of Early Methodist Enthusiasm, p .213
0^. 1<*
D« t«8t«<l also by rulM of moral conduct. Personal fallibility in tho Intrep-
rotation of religious experience was quite possible. He believed that it
would be possible to reach the goal of every stage of religious experience
in childhood*
**The love of God and all mankind we believe to be the medicine of
life, the never-failing remedy for all the evils of a disordered world,
for elII the miseries and vices of men. Wherever this is, there are
virtue and happiness going hand in hand. There is humbleness of mind,
gentleness, long-suffsring, the whole image of God and at the same timt
a peace that passeth all understanding and joy, unspeakable and full of]
glory, •••• This religion we long to see established in the world, a
religion of Joy and love, and peace having its seat in the inmost soul,
but ever showing itself by its fruits, continually springing forth, not
only in all innecence (for love worketh no ill to the neighbor) but
likewise in every kind of benedicence spreading liirtue and happiness
around it. By this faith we are saved from all uneaainess of mind,
anguish of wounded spirit, discontent, fear and sorrow of heart and
from that inexpressable llsl^ssness and weariness, both of the world
and ourselves* This we know and feel and therefore cannot but declare,
saves everyone that partakes of it both from sin and misery, from every
unhappy and every unholy temper," 27
Although original sin might be washed away by baptism of young ehlldreal
Vesley believed that there should come to childrea in later childhood an
awakened conviction of sin. His talks to children indicate a desire to
cultivate in them a sense of their sinful nature and a desire for a cure. He
did not believe that prayer would be of any benefit to them until they were
awakened and had come to a state of repentence. Tha~ age he believed, he
himself ripe for some spiritual change was ten years, for it was then that ha
thought he had "sinned away the washing of the Holy Ghost, which he had
received at baptism, The conversion experiences of children which he recorjfs
in-
Ln his journal came to him for the most part directly from the lips of other
Leaders, He was reluctant at first to accept the reports of the piety of
children under tim, yet in his later years he did not dispute these Evidences]
Thus he reports from his ministry at Dublini
"Thirteen or fourteen little maidens, in one' class, are rejoicing
in God their Saviour, and are as serious and stayed in their behaviour
27 Telford, John,- Life of Wesley, p, 196
28 Prince,John W, Wesley on Religious Education , p. 86
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as if they were thirty or forty years old» I have much hopes f»r halj,
of them will be steadfast in the grace of Grod which they new enjoy." 29
Salvation from sin becomes a main purpose in all religious experiences* The
steps in the regeneration of the individual are as follows* (l) Rebirth or
repentant state based upon knowledge abd conviction of sin and of certain
and deserved damnation following unless changed; (2) Justification, condition*
d
by faith that redemptive work of Christ is efficacious in his particular cas<
}
(3) Consequence- inward and eutward piety; (4) a growing experience in the
love of God and mankind maintained and nourished by the means of grace*
He records in his Journali
"Preached at West St* Chapel to little children* Truly God was
in the midst of them* Come ye little children and I will teach you
the love of God." 31
At ajiother time he records ("Children cried when I spoke to then on our
32
natural state*"*'*
Dr* Prince claims that it is impossible to reconcile Wesley's faith in
religious education with the application of these revival methods to childreij
except as he worked on the theory that only by strict religious training can
the benefits of baptism be kept, and that revival methods are necessary only
when Christian nurture fails* There is no evidence, however, that he put
this into practice* He held that religious education and conversion
supplement each other«
ValuePiscipline in early Years
Discipline in early childhood was considered essential to keeping
children from the diseases of nature. He thought it to be the duty of parent
and teachers to subject children to a scheduled routine and insist upon
conformity to rules of conduct as will be shown later in the reports of his
pregra, in schools and orphanages* He considered that the will of the parent
—Curnocir, NehqBitifef**=^OTirnal of John Wesley^ygtwTi^ ^^52^
30 Drii9«, John W,,- Wesley on Religious Education * p«56
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Ln relation U thg little child teek the plaee of the will ef tfod* obeiieire«-
.n all things to parents was necessary until such a time as the parent could
reason with the child. Then he should be told why he had been subjected to
iiscipline. Work was a necessary part of disciplinary training, play never
allowed y and work had to be done always in the presence of a master* Play wa
sonsidered a waste of time and conduelve to mischief* Parents and teachers
were urged by Wesley to discipline children with mildness, otherwise their owl
ipirits would suffer loss and children reap little advantage. In actual
practice, he found it difficult to keep masters in his schools who confermed
ko his standards of severity and justice. He had a contempt for tender pareni
1
1
>fferiug up sons and daughters to the devil. Meeting a gentleman who objectei
to imposed authority where children were brought up too strictly and given
Bore religion than they liked, John Wesley claimed that this was perfectly
lew to him, abd that if it should be true "he had been wrong a lifetime, how
luch mischief has been done and is now doing at Kingswood, wh^re, (if this
hypothesis be true) we are continually ruining fifty children at a time.**
*un)ose of Education
I
rS
Ion
The aim of education which John Wesley contiiiually emphasized was the
naking of Christians. "Everything else should be subbordinate to this,
Jhildren must be brought to a knowledge and appreaiation of the conditions
>f salvation, and a readiness to accept these conditions. A religious educat:
lust lead to the regeneration of the individual and helj living. An inner
cnowledge of self, of God, through Christ and a life expressing itself in
mtward piety were the essentials which constituted the training of
children*
Wesley's Work in Establishing Schools
John Wesley did not find the schools of his day in accord with his
33 Edwards .Maidwvn.- John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century. d*233
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aim in education^ H» did not beli«T« in public schools •r fashionable
boarding schools, for in thtm, ho thought children were bred to worldly
thoughts and idle lives. He thought schools should have sound religious
training and perfect control of the children, with elimination from their
lives of everything tending to defeat these purposes,
Ob.^ection to Public or Charity Schools
The public or charity schools were objected to for the following reasons
t
(l) They were placed in large towns; (2) They adraitted all sorts of children,]
bringing about contact ef well-trained children with those whose lives were
corrupted by evil; (3) The masters in many of these schools had no more
religion than the children; (4) The courses of instruction were defective,
illogical and iramorsd. His experiences in Charterhouse as a school boy as well
as the observations he made of the work of schools and colleges in England
and Germany forced him to acknowledge these abuses*
Defects in Higher Education
Wesley seriously questioned iiaiversity education in England* He conden^
ed a lax and inefficient tutorial system, giving infrequent instruction by
nnleamed totors. He found the examinations for the examinations for the
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees superficial, and in his own day
he attended lectures read aloud by a tutor, when apparantly no one seemed to
isten. Loungers and triflers among the students at Oxford were very common*
The Universit^^^gave scholarships, studentships, fellowships, cannonries and
;>rofes8orships to students who sll seemed to be headed for careers in
Bducation or the ministry. There seemed to be no provision for the men
irhose careers were in other directions* This seemed to give a very limited
sutlook to those who might have eunbition to prepare themselves for other
)laces of leadership*
-"
J. t
^ms in Establishing; Schoole
Uany of the schools and orphanages vhieh Wesley established grew out o
his philanthropic regard for his people and others came of necessity. His
aim for Newcastle orphanage and school for destitute children wav "to fit
these children te be good serveuitsy to inure them to labor, early rising and
34
oleanlinesB*"
The Kingswood School began as a school for colliers and the children o
colliers at a time when school had failed to reach this expanding population
in the industrial north. In describing them, Wesley called themi
"A peoplo famous from the beginning heitherto, for neither fearijig
God nor regarding man; so ignorant of things of God that they seemed
but one remored from the beasts that perish; and therefore utterlj
without desire it instruction, as well as without means of it." 3,
He felt a responsibility for the children of his itinerant preachers growing
up without the benefit of fatherly training} and to meet their needs, he
opened a boarding school at Kingswood« He purposed *to frame their minds
through the help of God to wisdom and holiness, to instill true principles
of true religion (speeulative and practical) and train them up in an ancient
way that they might bo rational true Christians** As the school expanded
and new groups wore added, these were kept as distinctive schools, the board
ing school students not being allowed to single with the destitute children*
All were brought up in the fear of the Lord and at utmost distance from
vices, idleness and effeminancy.
Routine in Newcastle Orphanape
Wesley was obliged to extend the studies of his schools into those whic)|
paralleled university training when Oxford refused to admit students prepar-
ing for trades or associated at all with Methodists* An outline of a days*
program in Wesley's orphanage at Newcastle is as followst
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4tee AH* - the eleven year olds arose to light the fires*
5tOO all were called,
private prayer and meditation*
little ones were sent "to the garden while older
ones made beds until 6t30*
6tB0 Household prayer*
7i00 Breakfast- herb tea and milk porridge*
8iOO-12«00 School, reading instruction and casting accounts*
It 00 P U Dined
2t00«<5t00 School duties*
6 I 00 Supped*
7<00 Bedtime*
Not allowed toys, for they encouraged idli play*
Recreation consisted in running for fifteen minutes in the
garden or watering the flowers*^
The Kingswood School
The first schoolhouse at Kingswood was provided with a large room for
the school, and four smaller vooms at either end for schoolmasters and
38
perhaps ('*if it should please God some poorer children to lodge in***)
"It is proposed in the usual hours of the day to teach chiefly
the poorer children to read and write and cast accounts; but more
chiefly especielly (by 6od*s assistance) to know God and Jesus Christ
i^om he hath sent* The elder people being not so proper to be mixed
with children (for we expect scholars of all ages some of them gray-
headed)will be taught in the inner room either early in the morn or
late at night so that their work will not be hindered,"^'
The days* order in Kingswood school was ai follows:
5i00 A*M* Public religious service, followed by breakfast*
7t00 - 11 I 00 School
12t00 Dinner, children allowed © walk in the garden
until It 00*
It 00 - 5tOO School*
5tOO - 6tOO Private prayer.
6tOO - 7t00 walked or worked % supper*
8tOO Bedtime*
Sundays were spent in learning hymns or poems; services and
instruction all day*
When the sons of Wesley's preachers were admitted and paying boarders
from all parts of Europe attended the school, they were not allowed to retur|i
to their parents during holidays, not even a day, lest they unlearn what
they had learned* None were to be admitted to the school after the age of
=37 Tyerman, Luke,- Life and Times of Wesley * Vol* p«5ie-
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iwelve* ThB rules for admission woiir<r allow"6nry"^tBo8e who~HS«r"som« "tftougfitl
of God and some desire for the saving of their souls to attend, Ihe general
rules were as followst
"The children rise at four, winter and suramer, and spend the tim«
•til five in private; partly in reading; partly in singing, partly in
self-examination or meditation (if capable of it) and partly in prayer^
They at first use a short form (which is varied continually) and then
pray in their own words. At five they all meet together (for public
worship). From six they work 'til,breakfast; for as we have no play
days (the school being taught every day in the year but Sunday), se
neither do we allow any time for play om any day. He that plays when
he is a child will play when he is a man. On fair days they work
according to their strength in the garden; on rainy days in the house.
Some of them also learn music, and some of the larger will be employed
in philosophy and experiemnt, being particular care is taken that they
never work alone but always in the presence of a master. The school
begins at seven, in which languages are taught until nine and writing
•tc«, until eleven. At eleven the children walk or work. At twelve
they dine and then work or sing 'til one. They diet nearly thuBt They
drink water at meals* Nothing between meals* On Friday, if they choo8<|
it they fast until three in the faternoon. Experience shows that this
is 80 far from impairing the health that it greatly improves it. From
one •til four, languages are taught and then writing •til five. At fiVIe
begins the hour of private prayer. From six they walk or work •til i
supper, A little before seven public services begin. At cifeht they
go to bed, the youngest first. They lodge all in one room (now in two)
in which a lamp bums all night. Every child lies by himself, A mastejir
lies at each end of the room. All their beds have mattresses, not
feather beds. On Sunday, at six, they dress and breakfast; at seven
learn hjrmns and poems, at nine attend public service, at twelve dine
and sing; at two attend public service; at four are privately instrueti|ii.
How Instruction Was Given
.40
Instructors in the school were to be examples of Christian virtue
entirely devoted to God, seeking nothing on earth, neither pleasure nor
profit nor ease, or praise of men. School mistresses in charge of tho girls
should have chargenof small groups giving personal attention to their charges
with an aim first directed toward the making of Christians, Wesley directeds
"Mind one thing in all. Let it be said of the young women you educate*
•Grace was in her step, heaven in her eyes
In all her gestures sanctity and love, '
"
With a meticulous care John Wesley supervised his schools as long as he
40 Threo Old Boys,** History of Klngswood School, p*120
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could* He personally risited the eohools from one to three times a year,
reserving a room in the buildings where he taught, for the interviewing of
scholars and teachers and the working out of curriculum. He preached at
Kingswood on the opening day to a congregation of miners. After conducting
a communion service, the brothers retired to frame the rules for the schools
From time to time he pu»ehased new strips of ground with his own money for
pastures or gardens. He supervised the division of theie strips into garden
plots to be worked by the boys between the hours of dinner^ and supper. New
buildings were constructed under his guidence. In 1749, one year after the
founding of Kingswood, there were four schools in operation in that institu-
tion. Boys boarded in the new house, girls in the old. Day scholars in the
boys* school were taught by James Hardy and girls by Sarah Dimmoch, "Behold
Paradise opened in the wild** was John Wesley's comment on the opening day as
he viewed the first building*
Problems of the School
"Die school became both a Joy and a sorrow to John Wesley in his succeed^
ing visits. Upon these visits he examined the children in all subjects and
satisfied himself by investigations that the rules of the school were being
observed, the conduct of the masters and caretakers above reproach* A house*^
keeper wrote to Wesley shortly after the opening of the school that the spirit
of the family was a resemblance to the household above. The schools did not
run without problems* Thers were the jeers and criticisms of outsiders to be
Dst^ Many tried to prevent the children from staying. The problem of devising
a curriculum to meet his requirements took much time and energy*
principles of Education in Elementary Schools
32
The school for colliers' children and the schools he established from
time to time for destitute children were organized stellar to the Charity

33
Schools wiih the poeslbie^xception that religious Instructiott was given a
^
greater emphasis than the usual curriculum of reading and writing and casting
accounts* The curriculum in these schools is not to be confused with the
curriculum in the Kingswood Boarding Schools. The curriculum for children
six to twelve years of age consisted of the following subjectst Reading,
writing, arithmetic, English, French, Latic, Greek, Hebrew, history, geography
,
chronology, rhetoric, logic, ethics, geometry, algebra, physics, music. Two
boys in the school learned to paint on glass*
Later Organiaation of Schools
The school, in its later organixation was divided into eight classes*
In the first class, children were instructed to read and write. In the
second class, they took up a study of English and Latin graounar, read
jProclectiones Pueriles and translated come parts into English* In the third
class, pupils read Dr. Cave*s Primitive Christianity, Corderili Coloquia
Iselecta, translated Historrae Selectae into English and perfected themselves
jin Latin and English Grammar. For the fourth and fifth classes the following
r
jtexta became a part of the currleulums Pilgrim's Progress, Dilworth*s
lArithmetie, Costellio's A*Kempis, Cornelius* Nepos. Cos tellio was translateld
11
I
into English, manners of Ancient Christians, into Latin, and moral and sacred
i;
Boems were learned and transcribed. The sixth class read the Life of Mr.
da Realy, Kenaet*s Roman Antiquities, Randal's geography, Caesar, and selected
parti of Terence and Villius* They transcribed Erasmus into English, the life
bf U. Harburton into Latin, and became familiar with sacred hymns and poems*
la the Seventh class, the curriculum consisted of Law's Christian Perfection,'
Archbishop Potter's Greek Antiquities, 5engalli*s Introductio and Chronogium,
Marshall's Chronological Tables, Tully»s Offices and Virgil's Aeneid, the Sho
breek Grammar, l^istles of John and Selected portions of Milton* The Eighth
•t

elast studied Lav's Serious Call, L«ive*8 Persie« Hartsale, six books of
Homor's Illiad, the Gospols, Greek Grammar, Short Hebrew Grammar, Genesis.
They transcribed Tully into English, and Law into Latin; learned to make
themes and declaraej learned to transcribe selections from Virgil and Horatio
preparation of Curricula
Much of the curriculum used in the school was written or edited by the
Founder. Of the advanced courses, Wesley saidi 'Soever carefully goes
through these courses will be a better scholar than none out of ten of the
42
graduates of Oxford or Cambridge* ** Wesley combed the classics chosen in
this astonding array of subjects, deleting any references contrary to moral
und ethical principles of Christianity. Eleven pages of a short English
Grammar were written by this religious educator* A short French Grammar of
twenty-one pages was probably never taught as he had little respect for the
French. Other writings in the curriculum were as follows « Short Latin
Srammar* 45 pagesf Short Greek Grammar,- 69 pages; Short Hebrew Grammar,-14
pages; a Compeddium of Logic, in two books of twenty-three pages, and an
ippendix to the same of half a dozen pages. He revised and abridged other
rorks, including the Pilgrim's Progress* From time to time, Eeelesiastidal
istory, Astronomy, Spencer's Fliery Queen, and a History of New England were
dded to the curriculum*
Teacher Supervision
A glance at his reeorde show how Wesley rated his masterst
Thomas Richards,* was rough and obliging.
Abraham Gow,- was honest and dilligent, but with a manner
vonteaptible to the children*
Riohard Uoss-was grave and weighty, doing much good until Walter
Sellon set the children against him*
Walter Sellon,- did not restrain the children from play, but
played with them.*^
42 Three 014^ Boy»y-^=4iisto^ry^ tho Ktngswood School
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Ill 1750 a boy "itudlously laboring to cuppupt the rest of the ehildreni
vtts sent hoB«9 and latar two mora children "exquisitely wicked** were expelle<{
Yesley determined te purge the house of ell offenders and the dismissal ef
Richards, Moss, Sellon, Gov, and the three miids in the kitchen caught tale*
bearing resulted. The school was at its lowest ebb numerically in 1751*
John Wesley stated that "he spent mere time and money and care on "ttiis than
•n any other design, and still it exercised all the patience he had, but it
44
was worth to him all the labor.** In 1753, the school became all that he
wished it to be, and an honor to Methodists* In 1783, another overhauling
of staff and pupils was necessary as the school had become disorganized and
inefficient, the children mocking at religion and a discrepancy between the
treatment of parlor boarders and day pupils distressed Wesley, He thought
that no school at all was better than this. In that year, he published his
Thought on the manner of Educating Children , to be a guide to parents and
teachers*
Qualifications of Instructors
Of all his teachers, JesephBenson, who became the head classiccd
Vaster more nearly reached Wesley's ideal* His resvlutions sent to Wesley
show almost an imitation of Wesley's early ascetic rulest
(1) To rise at four and go to bed at nine.
(8) Never to trifle away time in useless visits, vain conversa
tions, or in studying anything not to my advantage* Te be
careful in private prayer and not to be content without
coozDunion with God in it*
(3) To spend the hour from four to five every morning, and five to
six every evening in devout meditation and pnyer, and at
nine in the morning, and three in the evening, to devote a few
minutes to prayer*
(4) Let me, with a single eye, not for praise, instruct the boys
diligently in useful learning and st that they make as great
a progress as possible* Let me especially endeavor, depending
upon divine influence to impress a sense of the things of Go||
upon their minds,at the same time that they are instructed
in the principles of religion***
44 Three Old Boya,* History of Klxigawood School, y 65
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SttPTvision of Schools
Wealey^ upon visits to the schools held private interviews with the
scholars* There were occasions when a revival swept the school and Wesley
spent his time laboring with individuals. In the early days, he gave freely
of his time to preaching and catechiaing the childrent
"Having set apart an hour weekly for that purpose, I met the
children of our four schools together} namely, the boys boarded in the
new house, the girls boarded in the old; the day scholars (boys)
taught by James Hardy, and the girls by Sarah Dirmnoch* I seen found
the effect of it in the children
,
vc^e of whom were deeply and
lastingly affected. "46
Gradually he turned this work over to five stewards or trustees among the
neighboring ministers. Each Bristol preacher was to spend an hour a week
with the children. He urged them to keep a careful watch over the scholarst
"no trifler, drone, drunkard, Sabbath breaker or conmon swearer was to toler-
ated at Kingswood*"
Impetus Given to Sunday Schosls
36
Wesley looked upon the Sunday Schools as nurseries for children*
In 1784, he visited a school where two hundred and forty children were
superintended by the curate. He felt that the Sunday Schools had a restrain**
ing influence upon open sin, and in them "children are taught good manners
las well as the Bible." Their depth of purpose he thought man had not sounded^
He gave encouragement to Hannah Ball and Rhoda Almore in cooperation with
Raikes* He published a plan of the schools in his Arminian magazine stating
that they gave impetus to sacred song*
Promotion ofScheols
In the promotion ef his schools, Wesley was obliged to raise money for
their support, to make reports of their progress to his constituents and to
;)lead for the education of children of his own itinerant ministers* Some
46 BBory, John (Editor),- Works of John WeBlev . Vol III., p*392
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support caiD« from the wealth of interested individuals) but by his genius^
the schools came under the permanent care and support of his societies* They
were to be informed from time to time of the needs of these institution», as
the preachers returned from Conference or trustees Bade visits to the school
and wet% informed of the rules and regular operations*
•*In whatever view we look upon this, it is one of the noblest
charities that canebe conceived* Ho«r reasonable is the institutions
Is it fit that the children of those who leave wife and all that is
dear to save souls from death should want what is needful either for
soul or body? Are not we to supply what the parent cannot because of
his labors in the gospel? How excellent are the effects of this
institution^ The preacher, eased of this weight can the more cheerfull
go on in his labor and perhaps many of these children may hereafter
fill up the plmce of those who shall rest from their labors*
"It is not strange, therefore, considering the excellence of this
design that Satan should have taken such pains to defeat it*
"But the expense of such an undertaking is so large that we are
ill able to defray it. The best means that we could think of at our
conference, is to supply the di'ticiency by once a year desiring of thi
assistance of all those in every place who wish well the work of God
and the Kingdom of Christ set up in all the earth*
"All of you who are thus minded have an tppertunity of showing
your love to the gospel* Now promote, as far as in you lies one of thi
noblest charities of the world. Now forward one of the most excellent
designs that over was set on foot in this kingdom. Do what you can to
oonfort the -who gave up all this for you, and to give their children
cause to bless you. You will be no poorer for what you do on such an
eccasion, God is a good paymaster* And you know that in doing this
you lend unto the Lord; in due time he will pay you again,"
Thus, in a staunch and effective way, Wesley laid the foundation for the
support of his schools Cor the coming generations*
4dult Education
Theory and Practice
Believing in the regeneration of society through the salvation of
individuals, an important part of the religious educational work of John
Wesley centered in adult education. Parent education concerned him for he
charged parentst
"Your children are immortal spirits iriiom God hath for a time
intrusted, to jwur. care.that you m^v taain them .up in^all holiness,
ana Tir them Tor the enjoyment or troarin eternity,^ 48r »
Y
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Parents are to be held responsible for inducing ordered stagss of the
experiences of real religion as (l) belief on the Lord Jesus Christ j (2)exper
«
iences of regeneration; (3) justification by faith with the resulting love ol'
God and love of neighbor. Parents should not neglect their duty in choosing
for their children godfathers and godmothers of a sound character, who will
see to it that their children attend worship, learn the Lord's Prayer, the
Creed, the Commandnients, and look after the health of their souls, Wesley
often preached directly to parents or mothers on matters of religious trainii||g«
Upon one occasion his efforts were not appreciated; but he did not shun what
he considered an ioiportant work*
"In the evening and following morning I brought strange things t<
the ears of many in Manchester concerning the government of their
fajnilies, and education of their children. But some still made very
silly answer, '0, he has no children of his ownj ' neither had St,Paul
nor, that we know, any of the apostles. What then? Were they there-
fore unable to instruct parents? Not so, they were able to instruct
everyone who had a soul to be saved,"
Parent Education and Heme Training in Religion
He gave advice on questions of discipline in the home as a means of curing
the diseasei of nature. He felt that parents should not reward children for
doing their duty; but that children should form the habit of looking to God
for rewards. Parents were urged to dress their children simply without
gewgaws" to make than look prettier. Commend "exceedingly sparingly" for
pride is a disease. Children should be taught that they are fallen spirits.
In showing pride,passion and revenge they are acting in accord with the devil
Salvation through Christ alone must be diligently taught*
Program for Religious Education in the Home
Instruction, family worship and work for each child in the family were
necessary to the program of every Methodist home. Children brought up in
idleaess fell prey to the diseases of nature, John Wesley wrote many tracts
upon religious education for the use of parents and teachers, "A Token for
49 Parker, Percy Livingatoney- Heart of Wesley's Journal , p293

Children'* have •xeunples of children who by constajit prayer and eoul struggle
from early childhood came at last to peace of mind in death bed acenes. The
miphasis in this tract was placed upon original sin and fear of eternal pun-
ishment. "I can do Without It" was a tract written for children discouraging
sloth and carelessness by contrasting these vices with thrift, '•Sabbath
Occupation" gave instruction as to how the day should be spent, "Milk for
Babes'* was a quaint book of questions and answers in rhyme. The book con-
tained such questions ast
•*Who is the Maker of all things?
Answer....."Th* almighty God who reigns on highi
He form'd the ecrth, he spread the sky
And fashioned in their various forms.
Angels and men, and beasts and worms,
"•How has 6id been pleased to make his will known?
Answer '*The sacred volume of his Word
Reveals the counsels of the Lordt
In that bless 'd Book and there alone
He makes his will to mortals known,"
"A Stranger's Offering to Infant Minds" was a series on the Lord's Prayer,
The preface includes the following aims
"It is not the design of the following little book to advance
anything new, but to convey the sentiments which naturally arise upon
the subject, in such simple and easy language as may adapt them to the
capacities of very young children and children if the poor,,.., .51
In the first portion. Exhortation to Prayert
"Think my dear child, how much you ought to love your Saviour whcj
suffered death to save you from his Father's just anger and from your
sins which caused it. Pride, anger, envy, selfishness, perseverance, bad
actions, cross words, wicked thoughts are sins," 52
"Instructions for Children" was a translation from the French writers^
Fleurry and Poiret, "Lessons for Children ahd Others" contained selections
from the scriptures selected by Wesley while a Fellow at Lincoln. "Prayers
for Children" contained form prayers for family worship and many other.
-5x3—ISnory, John (EditorVToii^s tjf John Wesley, ==m^ XXIV, pp^ 8»f9t=
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ie thought that prayers should be graded according to the religious experienc >
ot children. "Saying Prayers" daily could not mean the same as the "practice
of prayer* after the awakening of children. He sought to arouse reverence,
receptivity to spiritual values and a deep sincerity through the use of these
;)rayer8. Besides the morning and evening prayers, a group of prayers for
relations and friends, the sick and the suffering carries something of the
social message which crept into his teachings. Characteristic phrases are as
followst
"Give me, Lord, that highest learning- to know Theej and that
best wisdom- to hnow myself. **
"0 Lord, do thou teach me the meaning of the new birth, that I
a child of wrath, may become a child of grace.'H 58
Sis tracts dealing with the education of children ineludei "Treatise en Bapt ism
"On Education of Children". 90h Family Religion. " "On Obedience to Parents .
"
'A Thought on the Manner of Educating Childran." "Serious Thoughts Concerning
godfathers and Godmothers ." "Plain Account of the Kingswood School. ""Short
Account of the School Wear Briitol ." He emphasized in his instructions that
children shoulf be trained to think as soon as they learn to read, that they
might grow wiser and better every day. He closes with the injunctiont-
"Happy are those, who despising the rules of the diabolical and
emtichristian world, train up the precious 8ou|| of their
children wholly by the rules of Jesus Christ."
Training of Ministers
With his band of itinerant ministers growing in numbers, Wesley used in
l.ddition to the conference plan of study, the gathering together of useful
knowledge in pamphlet reading. Some of the masterpieces of literature, he
included in his fifty volumes of pamphlets to be carried about by the
Itinerant minister as he read on his horseback journeys. Almost every curren
Issue in political thought he reviewed for them that Methodist preachers migh
53 ilBory, John (Editor) Works of John Wesley . p422, 423
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take their stand in interpreting Christisji thought and action for the masees*
His ministers were urged to fulfill their duty &n educational matters. They
were stewards appointed for oversight over their flocks*
"Unless we take care of the rising generation, the present reviva|l
will last only the age of man. Spend an hour a week with the children
whether you like it or not. Talk with them when at home» Pray in
earnest for them. Diligently instruct and vehemently exhort all
parents at their own homes,**'
He was not satisfied with the catechism of the Established Church, and
revised one for the use of his ministers and teachers in their weekly
catechizing of children. Section I. included twelve lessons on God, Creation,
Fall of Uan, Redemption of Man, Means of Grace, Heaven and Hell; Section II
How to regulate our desires- the desire of the soul, the heart or the will,
and the giving of self to the will of God; Section IV dealt with how to
regulate our understanding- we are made for truth and for God Himself. Atheia^
as the lot of man since his fall may be regulated by salvation. The Apostle's
Creed is the best summary of belief. Section V. How to regulate our joy-
man's Joy should not rest in the world and things of the world, but in the
knowledge of his great attributes. During his ministry in Georgia, he
worked out a plan whereby the schoolmaster cateahited younger children befor^
ornigg school, and after school and the work of the day was over, older
scholars were to be instructed. All were catechized by the minister on
Saturday afternoon, and a selected number repeated portions of the catechism
in the morning service, as Wesley made application to the children and to th^
congregation. He commended this plan to his ministers*
He urged his ministers to guide family worship through the use of
"Instructions for Children" and his book of Prayers for Children. Philip
Henry's method of family worship was pointed out by Wesley as a pattern for
Uethodist families to follow.
55 Tyerman, Luke,- Life and Times of Wesley . Vol, III, p. 23

The Extending of Religious Instruction to Neglected Working Prorlg
Wesley labored constantly to help the neglected working people to
become model citizens* Enterprise, thrift, and frugality were virtues he
constantly encouraged among the lawless Cornish miners and Kingswood collierejl*
He sought by their conversion to m. ke them good cltisens* Habits of self-
dependence and initiatlTe were developed among these people* He met with th^
societies at St« Ives and Cornwall on the eve of the election, speaking to
the whole group against accepting bribery when voting* Special attention wa^
paid to the question in Annual Conference. He wrote a pamphlet called •*Word
to a Freeholder** boldly denouncing political corruption. In his Journal, he
advised voters (,1) to vote without fee or reward, for the person they though*^
est worthy} (2) tp speak no evil of the person they voted against, and (3)
to take care that their spirits were not sharpened against those who voted oi)
the other side,**^^
On the Cornish coast, where the practice of plundering wrecked vessels
had made the coast a terror to sailors, Wesley preached against such practicls
stamping It out among his followers. Smuggling practices were denounced, an^
to enforce his words, Wesley wrote a powerful pamphlet "Word to a Smuggler"
distributed by members of the Conference up and down the coast* When writing
of the mining classes, one who studied this period claimed that "the refInlni
;
of this raw material forms one of the most attractive episodes in educatlona!
57
history, and had its beginning in a Methodist revival."
He devised a scheme for giving poor persons loans from one to five pouAds
on the recommendation £f their class leader. The fund he collected for this
purpose was known as Lending Fund* Stewards were appointed to attend to week!
distribution and collection of funds. The borrowers had to find some one
in the society who would become a security for the payment of the loan*
56 Edwards, Maldwyn,- John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century , p.159
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Wesley tried constantly to improve the environment of his people as he
coped with the evils of gambling, drinking, luxury and vice and brutal
amusements. What he accomplished cannot be measured. He did not question
legislative meatures, but vokbed always from the standpoint of the individual
social need, rather than the social order of the State as his goal«
Influence in Mitigating the Condition of Slaves by Education
43
Ss
John Wesley's efforts in mitigating the hardships of slaves began with
his pamphlet denouncing slavery as the action of his Conference in 1780,
making it unlawful for Methodists to hold slaves. He gave his support to thel
efforts of Wilburforce and other Abolitionists, Missionary effort was extended
I
by the Methodists to the slaves of the West Indes who were given the rudimentjs
of education and special religions instruction. It was claimed by the Rev,
J, Barry before a Commission of the House of Commons, that if all the slave
population had been instructed as well as those under Wesley's care, the slavjjss
might be considered to be on a par with ordinary persons.
Religious Educational Work in the Societies
In the Methodist Societies, Wesley supervised a system of classes, wit
appointed leaders meeting small groups of people of similar tastes for
counsel on all natters concerning Christian living. With great care, Wesley
selected these leaders, for they had to be persons who understood human naturi^
SIS well as Christian living and experience. Each member was invited to tell
of the religious experiences coming to him during the week, his temptations aikd
{failures and triximphs. Advice was to be given in a tactful way. Certain meml
ers were responsible for looking after the sick and poor, the absentees amoni
;
ijtheir numbers, and weekly reports were made. The meetings were occasions for
I
Instruction, reading of scripture, prayer and practice in the use of hymns fo|
rorship.
58 Edwards, Maldwyn,- John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century
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Views and Practices Concerning the Regeneration of Society
It is very evident that John Wesley believed that a changed man would
bring about a change in his environment. Evidence has been previously cited
to that effect. His work made possible a new social consciousness that the
freeing of individuals from sin would help to build a Christian world, Ther|
is little evidence that John Wesley seriously considered that an attack upon
the evils of environment would bring about the regeneration of society. A
A personal conviclloa of sin in the life of the individual was his point of
attack*
Attitude Toward Poverty
Wesley saw poverty as a gBeat menace to his people, and sought to
allievate the sufferings of the po»r by relief,
"Suppose a great man to oppress the needy. What remedy against
such oppression can we find in this Christian country? If the one is
rich and the other poor, doth not justice stand afar off? Without
money you cannot have law, poverty alone shuts out justice,"
An incident is recorded by Telford, of a girl coming to Wesleyls room
clad in a thin linen gown. Reaching into the pocket of toe gown, he found
little money. His immediate thought wast
'*Will the Master say, *well done, good and faithful servant.
Thou hast adorned thy walls with the money which might have screened
this poor creature from the coldj ' Oh justice! Oh raercyl Are not
these pictures the blood of this poor creature? "^^
Educational Work Among Prisoners
From the days of his student life at Bxford, Wesley retained an intereifi
in the prisoner and in the work of prison missions. The members 6f the Holy
Club made regular visits to the proeons, teaching prisoners to read and writjt
that they might have the Bible for their comfort and instruction. As fast
as they learned, the more advanced were able to help the others. Two boys
could say the catechism and commandments. Homing and evening prayers were
59 Bnory, John (Editor) Works of John Wesley , Vol IX. pp209,217
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read. Prisoners were called by name, and effort was made to keep them from
relapsing into old ha))its. He deployed the wretched lot of the debtor, who
was more sinned against than a debtor? He was a warm friend of John Howard
the prison reformer, and recognized him as one of the great men of Europe,
The Methodists, under Wesley's leadership became responsible for prison miss
ions, and it became the duty of every preacher to visit the jails and
minister to the needs of prisoners.
Practical Plans Put into Effect
Society msmbers were urged to make definite provision for the needy*
In addition to the plan for •'Lending Stock", clothing was gathered for
redistribution, Mwaabers were urged to reserve a penny a week for the relief
of the poor and sick. Special relief agencies were organized in times of str
For women out of work, he proposed that a room be fitted up for knitting and
spinning, in the Foundry, a building used by the London society. They were
be given a common price for their work and gratuities when needed. Two small
rooms were fitted up for the use of widows and orphans .Wesley often ate with
He opened a free dispensary for the sick poor near Bristol, where in a short
time more than two hundred were aided with medicines and electrical treatmen
Three other centers were added. John Wesley maintained a great interest in
rules of health, he advocated a hygiene of fresh air, plain food, exercise, re
and control of mind over body.
He usAd the money accumulating from the sale of his pamphlets for the
relief of the poor. It is recorded that he sat« for his portrait once, that
the money derived from the sale of the painting might be used for charity. H
was not ashamed to collect money on the streets for th«^ relief of the poor.
The public was urged to organize campaigns for relief in times of stress. Th
Benevolent or Strangers Society was established to help the poor of all sect
»S8.
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Thus did he work, for he believed that "the world was his parish."
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONAL WORK OF HEINRICH PESTALOZZI
Authority for Educational Viewpoint
Heinrich Pestalozzi idealized the education which he received from hie
mother, Sussana Pestalozzi, While she did not give a system of principles
which he could apply in his work, he was every grateful ffoF the atmosphere of
devotion,love and noble generosity which he associated from the beginning vitj|i
his home life. He speaks of this sense of security which undoiibtedly helped
to give him ;ife-long attitudes of trustful calmjself-forgetfulness and activ]^
piety.
"Just as I was sensible of this fidelity throughout my life,just
as it influenced me with a real life-giving satisfaction from early
morn to latest evej just as I felt cared for by her every hour while I
was growing so the people in the good old days were ever sensible of
the fidelity of their noble forefathers during the while of their lives
it influenced them with a life-giving satisfaction, and they felt they
were cared for."°^
jjlnfluenee of Family Servant
The example of a family servant furnished him with patterns of industri|
us activity, and saving economy in marketing. The economy of the household
ever interfered with almsgiving on the part of the children, or the joy of
giving and receiving New Year's gifts. The holiday became a joyous festival
bservance in Pestalozzits own schools. The children of the Pestaloxzi
family always had Sunday clothes and a little pocket money. The servant oftei
Ieminded them of the sacrifices made by their mother, encouraging them to be
areful of their shoes and clothes.
Influence of Rousseau
The writings of Rousseau had a profound influence upon Pestalozzi. While!
liousseau voiced his theories of education, Pestalozzi became an ardent advocaijle
utting Rousseau's theories to a test in the education of his own child,
rejecting those principles which seemed to him inadequate, and never swerving
61 deGuimps, Charles Roger,- Pestalozzi. Life and Works , p.198
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from his purposo in xne vievpoinxs wnich he accepted. H'rora Kousseau, he
gained the impreeaion that agriculture is the happiest of all occupations.
In countries which are not free, men are compelled to become mechanics, but
in free countries it is better to be an agriculturalist. Educate by observ-
ing the things of nature. Intuition and sense perception are important
factors in the education of children. He did not accept all of Rousseau's
doctrines, particularly did he reject Rousseau's indifference to religious
education although he modified the prevailing method by advocating more
stress upon Christian example and enviromnent than by direct religious
instruction*
"My visionary and highly speculative mind was enthusiastically
sMsed by this visionary and highly speculative book."^^
Influence of Zurich's Ftunous Teachers
He gained much from lurich's famous teachers. The philosophy of Wolf
stressed a return to nature and simplicity of manner. >,e was aji advocate of
political liberty. His students became well versed hn German literature,
particularly of that period, Goethe's genius combined imaginative feeling
with romance and love of nature.
"Patriotic feeling entered in^o all current German literature
expressing itself warmly in the lyrics of Koerner and Amdt, and
deeply coloring the satire,wit and fancies of the brilliant, cynical
Heine. "63
Bodmer, professor of history at Zurich for fifty years, gave his
students a passionate love of justice and liberty. He praised the joys of
domestic life, and contended that natural desires must be limited or con-
trolled as he tried to bring back a revival of the old virtues. Breitinger
was an advocate of Greek literature as a source of wisdom for all the
other nations*
Charle9»Rog:er»Peetalot»i« Life and Works—pi#^
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tet-ff^ B<tttgrg^ ttB^^^^^t Nature of ChildreiF
Influenctd by Rousseau, Pestalozzi spent much time in observing the
characteristics of children. He discovered that children are naturally
interested in all that goes on around them, and that learning of a s»rt take|
place through the observation of nature.
"As a mother shows her child the All-loving in the risingg^un,
the rippling brook, the splendor of the flowers, the dewdrops."
Like Rousseau, he believed that business and play are the same to the child,
that play is his business and he finds no difference between them* He lookeji
upon play as a natural aid to the physical development of children and made
room for play in his school program. Merriment and laughter were natural
in the normal life of a child, therefore should have a part in his education
"All instruftion would not be worth a farthing if it necessitate* i
the loss of a child's courage and gaety. Laughteg-is a gift of God;
lat children laughj encourage merriment in them,"
His system of instruction required that the teacher ahould be a friend of
his pupils and animated with the most affectionate desire for their good,
"Pestalo z a i,himself is all this. His heart glows with such a
spirit that the good old man can hardly refrain from bestowing kisses
on all with whom he is concerned. He holds out his hand to ^is pupils
on every occasion, and they love him as a child loves his mother,"*
His attitude toward children was ever that of a loving father even in regard
to the unfortunate children he sponsored. Ha stressed the importance of
forming good habits as he saw how habits are naturally formed in children.
They are formed by a repetition of practices which may be overlooked or
regarded as trifles, Ihus good habits of neatness and order are formed when
parents encourage such trifles as the folding of Sunday clothes*
Original Nature
Pestalozzi believed in the divine nature of man and considered man to 1 >•
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God-like* The sensual side of human nature is destructive and therefore man
must be set free from the destructive aspect of education from this to the
higher powers of nature as expressed in faith and love. All instruction
should be the art of helping nature to develop in her own way- a svirt of an
alliance with the nobler aspects of nature through recognition of God's
perfect work in nature and the mother's example awakening faith and love as
a reality.
"I show the child the world and he no longer dreams of God, he
sees him, he lives in contemplation of him. He prays to him« A child
br« ght up without trust in God is a motherless waif.**67
In contact with a mother who is in communion with God, the little child cem
not at first separate his feelings of love of mother from love of God.
Gradually as he grows in independence, he senses that he does not need his
mother, and he is united by his mother to God, In showing how faith and
love become realities through home environment, he says«
"What have I done to work against the evils that affected me
throughout my life from a religious point of view? FriendJ If by my
effort, i have in any way succeeded in preparing the road to the go«d
at which I have been aiming, that is to take human nature out of the
hands of blind nature, to free it from the destructive influence of heij
sensual side and the powers of the routine of her miserable teaching
and to put it into the hands of the noblest powers of our nature, the
soul of which is faith and love; if I can only in some slight degree s
J
succeed in making the art of education begin in the sacntuary of the
of the home more than it now does, and to put new life into the religious
instinet tf our race, from this tender side, if it should only partly
succeed in bringing nearer to my contemporaries the withered rootstock
of mental and spiritual education, and an art of education m harmony
with the noblest powers of the hurt and mindj if I have done this
life will be ble4ied,and I shall see my greatest hopes fulfilled,"^'
Religious Experience
Religion is the ordering of human nature by communion with God, Thus
he defines religioni
"Religion is nothing else than the endeavor to Jeep flesh and
blood in order by attachment to the Creator of our being,,,, Chri8tiani"ljjjr
has in it the divine means of educating the human race to morality,
fi7 Pestaleati, J,H,.»>Kow Gertrude Teaches Her Children . puZll
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He do«8 not point to any on« religious experience as a turning point~T^i
the child's life. Through a series of experiences, the growth of man is God
own work, springing from native possibilities. Religion is an affair of the
heart, not an exercise in understanding only. Cultivation of the feelings
of love, faith, trust are eesential and the development of an inner capacity
for these feelings means growth in religious experience.
"I then lay the keystone of my instruction upon the early devel-
opment of the natural motive to fear Godj for though I am thoroughly
convinced that religion is badly used as an exercise for the under-
standing, and as a subject of instruction for children, yet I am equally
convinced that as an affair of the heart, it is necessary for my nature
even at the tenderest age; that as such it cannot be too early awak-
ened, purified, elevated* From Moses to Christ, all the prophets have
tried to connect this sentiment with the innocence of the childlike
mind and to develop and nourish it through tense impression of nature* 70
Purpose of Discipline in Transforming Nature
Human nature is exposed to evil all about and must be subjected to
discipline as a means of transforming life. Idleness exposes children to
evil influences. A quiet, industrious life lays the foundation for worship
of God and love of humanity. Chaildren are to be trained in yseful work, as
a meanis of learning thrift and independence. No true piety exists without
energy!
••Books are to women like a Sunday gown and work like an every-
day one***^
Prayer and worship shall enter a child's life in balanced proportions to
work and study. One is conducive to the ot^er.
••Teach your children to pray that they may be willing to work,
and to work that they may grow tired of praying, •*'^2
He advocated punishment at a means of remedying faults and therefore must be
be associated with these faults. An idle child should be sent to cut fire-
wood or carry stones for the making of the well; a forgetful child might be
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Bade the school messenger. Wickedness and lying of a deliberate sort were
punishable by the rod. Those who were guilty of such offences were not to be
allowed to play with the other children for a week, and their names were to b|
recorded in the book of offenders. Disobedience and impeftinence were to be
settled ^ietly after school. A certain time of the day or week should be gi|
m over by the master to the reminding of children of their wrong deeds that
bhey might repent. Punishment is a means of regeneration of the individual
ind must bring about inner control,
>un?ose of Training and Education
Sense iapressioas received through nature should ever be widened and
irmly impressed. Seeing nature is to contemplate God if the child is
ixposed to the aoblest works of nature. The child f€els and knows divine lov(
hrough mother love. Religious virtues live in the life of the child not by
irecept alone,
"The child told to fetrGod and honor parents understands better the
implication of these words when his father gives him bread and milk;
his mother denies herself a portion that the child may wat» The child
then feels and understands that he ought to honor his father and
mother who are kind to him,'*'^^
"In the same way, the child who is told to be merciful and love
his neighbors better understands this meaning when it is exoMlified.
He sees mercy itself instead of learning words about mercy,**
< ibedience, love,gratitude and trust united develop the first germ of consciene^*
4 sense that it is not right to rage against the loving mother. He therefore
contends that love and trust directed toward the parent is the first step
toward love and trust in God,
"How is the idea of God germinated in my soul? How comes it that
I believe in God, that I throw myself in His arms, and feel blessed iihen
I love Him, thank Him, follow Him? ^eelings -f love, trust,gratitude
and readiness to obey must be developed in before I can apply them
to men. I must love men, trust ^ea, thank men, and obey men before I
can apply them to God, How do I come to love, trust, etc,? ^h^gg feelings
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hav© chief source in the religion that exists between the mother and
baby- love develops} germ of trust3developB,'*'^5
Education must be essentially religious since man had divine origin and
end*
Education Defined by Pestalozzi
In his writings, Pestalozii defines education in the following waysi
"Education does not consist in a series of admonitions and
corrections, of rewards, of punishments, of injunctions and directioni
strung together without unity of purpose or dignity of execution; it
ought to present an unbroken chain of measures originating in the
same principle: a knowledge of the constant laws of our own nature;
practiced in the same spiriti a spirit of benevolence and firmness;
and leading to the same end» the e!tevation of a man to the true
dignity of a spiritual being. ""^^
Again, he shows what the true end or goal of education should bet
•*The ultimate end of education is fitness for life, not
perfection in the requirements of the school, not the acquirement of
habits of blind obedience and of prescribed diligence, but a prepara
tion for independent action. Should not take into coniideration only
what should be imparted to children, but what they already possess.**
festalozzi's Work in Establishing Schools
Pestalozzi aimed to establish a better form of education for the
for the peasants. Finding a degree of success in his work of educating hie
own boys, he asked for the custody of war orphans that he might fit them fo
a useful life in what he termed to be the happiest of occupations- agricult
His aims for education were essentially religious in the development of
Christian living based on the morality of Jesus. He never tried to mould
into philosophic form his principles of education. He tried to state them
simply,working them out by actual practice so that parents and teachers
might put them to use. Sympathetic feelings developing within the family
circle are the roots of morality which finds highest expression in love of
one's neighbor and fellowmen. Hardly does the child begin to talk before
he is his mother's or his brother's helper.
7
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School at Newhoff
The program of the school at Newhoff cons.latad in instruction in
reading,writing and calculation. The boys were to be given a practical
course in the processsB of farming; the girls were to be taught gardening,
domestic work and needle work. Both boys and girls were to learn to spin
cotton as a means of supplementing their living during the winter months.
"All were to receive such a religi^^s instruction as would
develop in them pure and tender hearts,"
School at Stana
The school at Stanz had in its curriculum physical education in the
form of play, drill and industrial work, alternated with mental and moral
culture. The three R*i (reading,writing and arithmetic) were to be associat
ed with helping them to live the good life. At Burgdorf, he concentrated hi|^
efforts in the Infant's School, upon teaching through language,number and
form*
The Day*B Program and Order in School
In the day's order discribed in Leonard and Gertrude , household tasks
of the morning were combined with instruction in the following way:
1, All children helped with dishwashing after breakfast,
2, Singing of morning hymns,
3, Gertrude reads chapters from the Bible.
4, Children learn instructive parts while the^ spin,
5, Oldest girlx makaebeds and studies as she works,
6, Children go to garden to get and clean vegetables while
repeating Bible verses.
Children who were to learn their letters wire seated together and those
who had already learned to read, formed another division, A spinning
woman was in charge of the work of sewing, helping the children to keep
their clothes mended and their shoes tied. Promptness,good habits of clean-
liness and order were encouraged. Children were to keep the schoolroom as
78 Monroe, Paul,- Cyclopedia of Education . Vol, XI, p* 543
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clean as a ehurch, not throwing things on the floor or breaking windovs or
hitting one another. They were to keep their bodies as erect as candles.
Examination by the master took place every morning. At dismissal time, thoe
who had done well were allowed to go first, followed by those who had done
partly well, etc, "God be with you, my dear children,** was the parting
benediction of the master*
How Instruction Was Given
Instruction was to be intimately connected with the realities of life,
rather than to take the form of distinct subjects. Rudiments of arithmetic
could be learned as the children counted the niunber of steps, or panes of
glass in the windows, and decimed relations while counting threads in
spinning or winding yarn* Arithmetic was regarded as the foundation of the
intellectual order. Games of competition in counting and ciphering went on
while the children were spinning or iewing. Songs were introduced when they
were tired of other activities,
"You should do for your children what their parents fail to do f
them. The reading, writing and arithmetic are not after all what they
most need; it is all well and good for them to learn something but the
really important thing is for them to be something, for them to becaae
urtiat they are meant to be, and in becoming which they have so little
guidence at home.**
Later as he perfected his curriculum, he regarded these elements alone as
necessary for Primary education- speech, the arts of drawing, writing,
reckoning and measuring*
The School at Yverdon
In discribing the school at Yverdon, a visitor saidt
"His school consists at present of about 90 boys, -German,Prussia!
French, Swiss, Italian, Spanish and English, It is divided into four
principle classes, according to the attainments of the pupils. These
classes are subdivided into others. There are seven school-rooms in
the castle and twelve teachers or professors——
•*We spent most of the day in the different schoolrooms witnessing
ir
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the exercises of the pupils. Very few books are used as it is expecte
the children can read well before they come there. But to describe the
modes of teaching so as to render them intelligible,would require much
more time and space than I can possibly allot to it, were I ever so
competent to make it known. We saw the exercises of arithmetic,writin|,
drawing, raathmatics, lessons in music and gymnastics, something of
geography, French, Latin and German, To teach a school here, in the
way practiced, without a book, and almost entirely by verbal instructi|n
is extremely laborious. The teacher must be constantly with the child
always talking, questioning, explaining and repeating. The pupils, how-
ever, by this process are brought into close intimacy with the instrucljo
Their capacities, all their faculties and propensities, become laid
open to his observation. This gives him an advantage which cannot be
possibly gained in the ordinary way in which schools are taught. The
children look well, appear very contented, and apparantly live in greai
harmony one with another; which considering the diversity of national
character and temper here collected, can be attributed only to the
spirit of love and affection which sways the breast of the principiil oi
the institution, and extends its benign influence throughout all
departments-
"There is nothing of mechanism about it, as in the Lancastrian
plan; no laying down of precise rules for managing classes, etc. It it
all mind and feeling. Its arrangements must always depend upon the
ages,talents and tcippers of the scholars, and require on the part of
the teachers the most diligent and faithful attention,"
Prayer and gratitude were to be associated with daily experiences. The folloT|-
ing prayer usf d night and morning is quoted from Leonard and Gertrude t
"0 God so good and kind,
Bf all our gifts that spring
Without Whom nothing is
From whom comes everything-
A healthy body give.
And grant that in this frame
The soul unharmed may live.
The conscience pure rem.ain,'*
At the end of the week the children came together to recall the )iapt>6nings:
(1) Thanking God for blessings of the week, the master
raninds them of material blessings,
(2) Thinking of the sufferings of others and planning ways
to help,
(3) Taking time for repentence when they are reminded of
wrong deeds and faults.
(4) Joining in the Saturday night prayer, followed by
the benediction, 82
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Those who interpreted Pestalozzi's practices, saw these principles at
workt (l) Verbal-ization was to be subordinate to activity. Children wftre
to develop their manual dexterity before they learned to read or write. They
were taught first to repeat syllables in learning to talk. Instead of being
questioned, •*Where is your eye, your ear, etc," the teacher would say: "Come
here ray child, I will wash you little hands, " "I will comb your hair, "Etc,
Each child this became skillful and active to the full extent if his age,
(2) Simple perception of external objects and their relation was a necessary
foundation to all instruction. He did develop the art of observing, cultivat
ing the perceptive powers so that children could not only see but understanji
and inquire into the object of their perception in an exhaustive fashion.
In his Journal, he describes a walk with his son beside a running brooks
"I called his attention to some running water. He was delighted
As I walked on down the hill, he followed me, saying to the water,
'Wait a moment, I iliall be back directly,' Presently I took him to thi^
side of the streeun again, 'Look', he cried, 'the water comes down, too
it runs from up there and goes lower and lower,' As we followedthe
course of the stream, I repeated several times i 'Water flows down hill
(3) Instruction must begin with a proper gradation in the simplist steps
followed by a progression according to the child's development. He discouralk
ed haste in persuing any course, lest a superficial understanding which woulfl
neither offord pleasure to the child nor promote self-activity, be the
resultant. Teaching should not be dogmatic exposition poured into the ear«
of children. Lifeless repetition of rules was not to be desired. The undue
cultivation of memory seemed hostile to education. He stressed a harmonious
and uniform development of every faculty as language is utilized, A record
in his journal bears the following testimony
t
"Feb, 2nd- The futility of verbal repetition without adequate
knowledge, I tried to make him understand the meaninik
83 deGtimps, Charles Roger,- Pestalozzi. Life and WorRia p,20
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of numbers. At presant, he knows only their names, while he says them
by heart without attaching any precise meaning to them. To have a
knowledge of words with no distinct idea of the things they represent,
enormously increases the difficulty of getting at the truth. The most
ignorant man would have been struck by this fact if he had been preseni
at our lesson. The child had been in the habit of associating no
difference of meaning with the various names of numbers he pronounces,
and this habit has made him so careless and ^^attentive that I could
absolutely make no impression on him today.**
(4) His interest in children, as children, gave him a keen understanding of
the peculiarities of every child, of each sex, and the peculiarities of the
people among whom he taught. An examination of the case records will show
how he watched the progress and development of each child and his cleavage to
the theory that the individuality of each pupil must be sacred to the teacher
i
••Jiaria Baechli, eight years: weak both in body and in mind. But
it will be interesting for humanity to see that imbecile childfen, who,
badly brought up, would have had nothing before them but the madhouse,
may, by tender care, be saved from this sad end and taught to earn a
modest and independent livelihood,
"Leonzi Hediger of Endinger, near Baden, 14 yearst has been here
three years. He is a healthy boy, strong and accustomed to work in the
fields, the best weaver in the house; is beginning to write a little anl^
likes French, He is quick at everything but ill-mannered and uncouth." 35
(5) Relations between master and pupils must be regulated by love.
"I would say to the teachert be thoroughly convinced if the
immense value of liberty; do not let vanity make you anxious to see
your efforts producing immature fruit; let your children be as free as
possible, and seek diligently for every means of ensuring his liberty,
peace of mind and good humor. Teach him absolutely nothing by words t
that you can teach him by the things themselves; let him see for himself
hear, find out, fall, pick himself up, make mistakesj no word in short
when action is possible. What he can do for himself, let him do it;
let him be always occupied, always active, and let the time you leave
him to himself represent by far the greatest part of his childhood.
You will see then that Nature teaches better than men,
"But when you see the necessity of accustoming him to obedience,
prepare yourself with the greatest care for this duty. Remember that if
restraint robs you of your pupil's confidence, all your labor is lost.
Make sure then, of his heart and let him feel that you are necessary to
him. Be merrier, pleasajater than all his companions--—-He must trust
you. If he often asks you something you do not think goo, tell him
what the consequences will be, and let him take his liberty, but see
that the consequeaces are not easily forgotten. -Should he fall in^^o
the mire, go to his rescue, but do not shield him from the unpleasant
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results of having enjoyed complete liberty,—— He must obey the wise
teacher or father he has learned tg^respect; but only in cases of
necessity must an order be given,"
(
(6) Knowledge plus power, plus ability to turn this to account, constitutes
and education of a Tery practical sort.
Teacher Training
The training institute for teachers became a mecca for educators of
western countries. Its aim was to fonn men sound both in body and mind and
imbued with a sentiment for religion and with zeal and love for the duties
of the profession. It laid the foundation for Primary Normal schools, as
the goundwork for Elementary schools. The following became basic rules for
such schools:
"No Primary Normed School shall admit more than sixty or seventy.
Each department shall be peopled by an equal number- Protestants and
Catholics,- separate institutions for each religion if resources permil.
Established only in towns of moderate size with regard for the habits
and manners of the people of the town. Placed near orphanages but
only people with aptitude admitted, "°'
Many Swiss and German teachers were trained by Pestalozzi at Yverdun,
their governments providing for the expense. His colleagues,- Krusi, Buss,
Tobler and Niederei introduced order and thoroughness into Pestalozzi 's
scheme of education, Krusi, his first disciple, owed much to his influencet
He found Krusi trying to use a combination of Socratic and catechetical teach'
ing, Pestalozzi helped him to see the principle of beginning instruction wit
j
the simplest and making sure of this before going further. He showed that it
Bhould not leas to the driving of children, but leading them. He saw the wis •
lom of placing objects before children as material for observation and as a
)ackground for future criticism, and inference, and as a guide on whose
track they might go further themselves. He worked with Pestalozzi in the
nriting of a spelling and arithmetic book using these principles,
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Kkrl Hitter, famous German geographer, claimed that Pestalozzi did noi
know as much as a child about geography; but he gained froa him the princip] es
of the science, and a desire for natural method, returning to his work as ii
entering a new workd, enriched and ennobled beyond conception.
Many who came to visit his school received inspiration for philanthropllic
and educational work. Misinterpretations and misunderstandings often separalxed
Pestalozzi from his disciples, A deep love and patience characterized his
attitude toward children, but he found it more difficult to be long-sufferirjjg
with their elders.
Writings in the Interests of Education
Pestalozzi wrote the following in the interests of education;
The Evening Hour of a Hermit ,- a collection of short aphorisms
popularizing educational opinions,
Leonard and Gertrude ,- a story of peasant life written to populaj^-
ize education.
Christopher and Eliza , My Second Book for the People- intended
as a companion volume in explaining ideas presented in
••Leonard and Gertirude,"
Figures for My A B C Book- a collection of 839 fables.
Inquiry into the Course of Nature in the ievelopment of the
of the Human Race
How Gertrude Teaches Her Chiidi'en ,- em attempt to show mothers
how to teach children themselves.
He collaborated with his teachers in the production of the following!
The Book for Mothers , writtaa by Krusi, under his direction, and
later revised as the Natural Schoolmaster
«
Paternal Instruction on the Moral Significance of Words ; a legacy
from Father Pestalozzi to his Pupils,
Reports to Parents of the Institute at Yverdon
Discourses to My Establishment
Letters to Noblemen and English Leaders
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Tbr«« volumts or a weekly Journ«l oi' lijaucation • larKeiy writt*n
by Niederer»
His Views on Iniu atry.Education ajid Politice, Before and After
the Revolutio n«
The Song of the Swan* an account of the experiences at Yverdon
and Burgdorf.
Public Appeal for the Support of Education
Ab an adminietrator, Peetalozzi did not have very great eueceos,
succeeded in giving his followers an understanding of his methods* They in
turn exploited his work, and carried his ideas out into systems*
"German lands incorporated his method and spirit while English obtained
largely the form.-^^^
The rulers of smalstates sent representitives to study Pestalazzian
ideas, and later they were introduced through normal and elementary
patterned after the Pestaloziian method. Support given to him by the
government often failed him at crucial times because enemies tirculated
rumors against his projects. He was obliged to seek philanthropic aid
through the foncation of a Society of the Friends of Education, at the time
of his return from Stani to Burgdorf*
Adult Education
Pestalozzi's theory and practice in adult education was rooted in a
belief inr.the regeneration of eocioty through the salvation of the race*
The good manfs conviction of God comes from the race therefore the race
must be lifted to its highest level*
Parent Education
Mothers and fathers are the most natural teachers of religion,and the
home should be the best schoolroom. His early efforts were directed toward
parent education. He soon saw hoe hopeless his task would be until all
parents had some education for their task, so he devoted more of his time t<
88 Cubberly* E*P. Brief History of Education, p. 302
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kchool wofk* vished xo prepare experimenis ror moiners as soon as texi-
books could be printed, and tried to get the government to cooperate with
him in this effort,
"people all cry that mothers will not be persuaded to undertake
new work in addition to their scrubbing and rubbing, their knitting and
sewing, and all their tiresome duties, and the distractions of their
life; and I may answer as I liket *It is no work) it is play; it does
not take time, rather it fills time and the emptiness of a thousand
moments of depression,* People have no mind for it, and i answer back,
•They won't do it,* But Pope Boniface in the year 1519 said to the goc
Zwingli, *It won*t doj mothers will through all eternity never read the
Bible with their children, never through all eternity pray with their
children, daily- morning and evening} yet he found in 1522 that they did
it, and said, *I should naver have believef it,' I am sure of my means
and I know and hope, at least before I am buried that ag^ew pope
Boniface will speak of this manner as the old in 1522,"
Fhe Ideal Home life
The home life which he idealized in his writings was that of the
jeasant family, surrounding their children with an atmosphere of true Christi(
Living, Virtues were to be seen and felt in such a home, rath«r than talked
ibout constantly. The roots of morality are to be found in the sympathetic
reelings of family life. The child forces his mother to learn with him as he
jomes to feeling a joy in God's world interwoven with a joy in God, Much
jersonal work would need to be undertaken in every community in helping to
levelop a responsibility for family obligations,
[•extbooks for Home Use
He sensed the need for textbooks written in simple language to carry
lis educational principles to parents. He devoted himself to the writing of
>ooks in popular story form, patterned after Rousseau's anile, along with som«
»ooks for the direct use of the mother with the child. Such aphorisms as the
'ollowing appeared in his Evening Hour With the Hermit
t
•'What man is, what he needs, what raises or degrades him, what
strengthens him, that should be known alike by the leaders of the peop]
and by the inmates of the humblest cottage,"^
,n
e
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He felt that there was a need for annew type of picture book for early
childhhod which would give mothers a sure and definite means of explaining
pictures to children. This would be a guide to names and knowledge of worde
helping children to be thoroughly familiar with words they would commonly usjk
in the home before time for spelling. He wished mothers to make the earlies'
education of their children pleasant and important by easy instruction. Cur
OMSf yet clothed with truth, are the moral fables published under the title-
Figures for My A B C Book . The following is one selection from 239 fables
published in this book:
"A shepherd n^o fed hie sheep rather poorly, but all alike, foun<
that as a rule, they were satisfied* But one day he picked out a
dozen for better treatment, and from that moment there was discontent
in the flock, and many ewes died of vexation, "^^
Education for Working People
Pestalozzi held to his early belief that all who work with their hands
are the pillars of liberty. The education he was interested in was not of
the schools, as he knew them in his day, but that which would lift the massei •
This would necessitate a cooperation of the school with the home. He advocaied
that all citizens should study history, and the laws of their particular
government. Enemies and faultfinders were to be treated with such patience
and love that they in turn would be affected by this love. He said, "It is
92
not for us to take vengence on our enemies,** He describes a landlord
rewardinghhis tenant, a poor man, by giving him a cow when he agreed not
to take vengence upon an enemy.
The influence of one mother-teacher in a community is pictured in his
characterization of Gertrudet
"She alone, seemed to possess a soul untainted by the moral filtl i
around feer, and always had a stock of qjottoes on hand, which made the
path of duty plainer for herself and others, "93
"51 De Gulmps. C,K, Festalozai. Life and works , p, luq
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Some of the maxims of Gertrude weret
"Be silirnt about everything which does not concern you*
Do not speak of that which you do not understand.
Step aside when people speak either too loudly or too softly*
Learn well what it is necessary for you to use*
Let your head and heart be always in the right place and never
in many at once, but always with you*
Serve with body and soul tho|| to whom you are indebted, and
those whom you love*"
She demonstarted cleanliness to a father who had neglected his family, and
had fallen into slovenly habits. This man was shown practical care in
keeping the family clean* An attempt was mad» to demonstrate the value of
thrift* Borrowing was discouraged:
'*Never take a thing from one nail to hang to another. Out of a
hundered men who lend money, there are not ten who do not take an
undue advantage,
Children from an unfortunate family were taken into her own home to be under
the guidence of her training, and the influence of her children until such
a tima as their own home would be showing an improved environment*
The Factor as Religious Educator
The pastor of the coununity could counteract evil influences when mothe
threatened children into being good. He should exhort against superstitious
ideas, gossip, and false rumors. He should model his religious instruction to
brief religious teachings, closely associated with everyday experiences. No
Longer should children learn long prayers by rote, contrary to the spirit of
bhe Saviour, The prevailing catecheticgtL method was thought to be of little
ralue and practically denounced by Pestalozzii
"Far from being a real exercise of the intellect, it was a simple
verbal analysis of confused sentences lying before the child, and has
this merit in so far as it is a preparatory exercise for the gradual
clearing up of ideas, that it presents separate words and sentendes
clearly, one by one to the sense impressions of the child,
"Socratizing blended with chatechizing is of no value* However,th
uncultured mind can not fathm depthxs out of which Socrates drew truth
•s
1
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and spirit. Children need a background for their answers, and books
for definite answers in their raotfcths, Sodratizing is essentially
impossible for children, since they irant both a background of preliniin«||ry
knowledge and the outward means of expression in language*
"Take care to teach children to think right and to act rightly, tc|
quicken and make use of the blessings of faith and love in themselves
before we drill the subjects of positive theology and their never- cndir|g
controversies into their memories, as a means of cultivating their
intellect and |gspiritual exercise. This cannot be opposed to God
and religion.**
The Landowner
Pestalozzi assumes that it is the duty of the landowner to lift the lev{|il
of the masses, and counteract evil influences* He should be well acquanited
with the values of his land, so that in dividing it for ppsture or for cult-
ivation the peasants,he will be just in his dealings and understand how to
deal with scheming tenants. He should lounteract the intrigue and false
neasures of the overssers*
The employer is responsible for the education of the young employees.
Schools should be supported by the landowner, of a type which may be brought
Into harmony with the developing influences of domestic life. The landowner,
le describes, is a benevolent despot meting out justice and judgment, publicjj'
lumiliating overseers who are dishonest, exposing the superstitions of the
)eople, and bringing the best families into close association with his castle
ind the parsonage, that they may in turn exert an active influence over the
rarious households of the village.
riews and Practices Concerning the Regeneration of Society
Pestalozzi believed that the race, not the individual shall be the
Expression of the higher life. Man is not in the world for his own sake.
le can only perfect himself through the perfection of his brethren.
"Man is ray brother- my love embraces the iK^ole race, but I cling tc
the wretched, I am doubly his brother, to act like God become my nature." 197
bft^y* Pestalozzi. Life and Works ^64-
97 Pestalozzi, Heinrich,- How Gertrude Teaches Her Children .pl27
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"wnence eoraeB ihe good man^s conyieslons or sodj Not rrom tti«
intellect, but from that inexplicable impulse which cannot be coiapre-
hended in any word or thought, the impulse to glorify and immortalize
his being into the higher imperishable being of the whole. Not me,but
the brethren. Not the individual,but the race. This is the unconditionH
expression of the divine voice within the soul. In comprehending it an<
following it lies the only nobility of human nature, "98
The human race develops as it expresses itself in a strong passionate desire
for satisfying human want.
Practices in Assisting the Regeneration of Society
Pestalozzi tried to popularize knowldege through the sale of eheap
text books, Leonard and ^ertrude was very popular, and while other writingi i
were not so readily appreciated by the peasantry; they were eagerly receive*,
by intellectuals interested in their cause. He said that a school book is
only good when an uninstructed teacher can use the book almost as well as a
talented, instucted one.
He early adopted the life of poverty in order that he might study how
to lilleviAte suffering from this cause,
"From my youth up, I have had opportunity granted to few, of
learning the causes of the moral,mental and domestic degradation of
the people, and the suffering, deserved, or not, imtimately connected
with it. You may believe me, I have borne some sufferings and wrongs
with the people, I say it to excuse the apparant boldness of some
of my assertions, for in ray inmost soul lies only the ardent desire to
help the people in the sources of their backwardness, and the misery
arising from it, not the least presumption or thought of being able
to do it.-^^
The deep suffering of his own sensitive spirit, and the loneliness which
was the lot of one who moved so far ahead of his time is revealed in one
of his most touching sentencesi
"Ah, long enoughl ever since my youth, my heart has moved on
like a mighty stream alone, and lonely, toward my one sole end-
to stop the sources of misary in which I saw the people around
me sunk, "100
98 Pestalozzi, Hetnrieh,* How Gertrude Teaches Her Children, p 164
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View of Social Service
Pestalozzi did not believe in educating children for a particular
station in life, although he rated agriculture as the happiest of vocations.
He devoted much of his life to an industrial education for a particular
group of people; but there is little to indicate that he believed that they
were destined to this station in life. He always reckoned with individual
differences in people. The best form of charity or social service, accordini
to Pestalozzi, is that which helps people to help themselves. He suggests
the giving of fruit trees to fathers of peasant children in proporticn
to the number of children in a family. Goats were loaned to children v^o
would not otherwise have had sufficient nourishing food. Children were
allowed to earn money in spinning and weaving in the schools where they
were taught. Free fields were to be tithed to spinnerSs children, who
were able to save eight or ten florins before they were twenty years of age.
In Pestalozzi, we see an educator ^rfio developed a type of education
and training in which he sought to raise up an independent citizenry
who would be capable of expressing their love for God and for man.
:
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A COMPARISON OF THE WORK OF JOHN WESLEY WITH THE WORK OF PESTALOZZI
The Period in Which the Two Men Lived
John Wesley found England suffering in a moral and religious apathy,
due in part to the failure of a conversative Church to cope with the needs
of a changing industrial order. Underneath their brutal manner, he
discovered that the hearts of the laboring people were wistful and responsive
to religious education. The leadeship of the Established Church was opposed
to may change in thought or form from organized religion. The period preced-
ing the Methodist revival was marked by a controversy over the question of
"enthusiasm" or divine inspiration. The orthadox Established Church with
its Defenders of the Prayer Book, the Baptists of the Calvanistic wing, and
finally. Dissenters, who were at heart Calvinists, stood out against these
groups advocating "enthusiasm**, including- Baptists of the Arminian Wing,
Quakers, Seekers condemned by the orthadox ministry. Ranters and Fanatical
Groups. It was not long before the Wesleys were regarded as fanatical be-
cause of their emphasis upon personal religions experience.
••Wesley wrestled with the evils of his day, and proclaimed the
infinite power of a Christian faith based on personal conviction,
eternally renewed from within, to battle with 8in,mis*8y and vice
in all its forms. "^^l
The cantons of Switzerland in which Pestalozzi worked came under the
influence of Zwingli more than Calvin, The Reformed Faith influenced by
Zwingli was a more democratic Protestantism than either England or Germany
experienced under the Reformation, Zwingli had a milder view upon original
sin and guilt than any of the reformers. His views on the celebration of
the Lord's Supper were more liberal than Lutheranism of Calvinism. While
the doctrines of the Reformed Faith were not as profound as those which
stirred the English Church, there was as keen an interest in religious
101 Robertson, C.Grant, Hanoverian England, v.ZlQ

debate in Switzerland as in England, It was an age of religious
inteilerance in both countries,
England as well as Switzerland was rife with social and political
changes. Both countries were experiencing industrial change. In England,
the results were nore apparent as great centers of population were changed
in a short period of time, Switzerland tried to meet the economic needs of
a peasantry inadequately supported on the land by a combination of
agriculture with home industry. The French Revolution had a grent influence
upon the political thought and action of Switzerland, Love of liberty was
strong in the hearts of the Swiss even during the French rule. Switzerland
wns in the midst of two great political ordeals: (l) the struggle for a
democratic government in the midst of a loose federation of statew; (2)the
rip;ht of universal suffrage in a country where aristocracy claimed the right
of control over pesantry. Misery and suffering followed wars and invasions,
England, having little respect for French opinion, was not influenced
as greatly by the French Revolution, There was in England a steady movement
for monarchial reform. Her reformers agitated a universal suffrage irrespec-
tive of property rights, Intollerable conditions for the laboring people
brought untold poverty and misery.
Comparative Aspects in Early Life and Education .
Both Wesley and Pestalozzi were descendents of sturdy ancestors who
rejected orthodox religion for the faith of minority groups,
"The man who took a hostile world for his parish did not come of
coward stock. His father, Samuel Wesley, was a man of great physical
courage* One sees him against a sullen background of hostile parishioners^
cheerful and undismayed, daunted neither by poverty nor boycott nor the
debtor's gaol. He did not know the meaning of fear,
"John Wesley was a scholar and a gentleman - a descendant of
gentlemen add scholars. Not only from his father did John Wesley inherit

courageous contempt for opposition; for Dr. Anneseley, his maternal
grandfather w«s attacked by men armed with spits, forks and stones.
He told them *Let them use him as they would, he was determined to stay
with them 'til God should fit them by his ministry to profit by one
better, who might succeed him; and solemnly declared that when they
became so prepared, he would leave the place." 102
Antony Pestaiozzi of Vienna" and Madaline de Muralt of Locarno,
great-grandparents of-Heinrich Pestalozzi, were exiled from their native
land and found refuge in Zurich in 1567, having adopted the Reformed Faith
It should be remembered however that John Wesley was brought up as
a Tory and an adherent of the Established Church by his parents. Both
Wesley and pestalozzi vrere children of middle-class, professional people.
Pestalozzi as a boy spent much time in the company of his grandfather, a
Swiss pastor. Economy had to be exercised in the homes of both families.
We can see Wesley trained in a home v/here conformity to rule and religious
practices were rigidly followed, Pestalozzi brought up in a smaller
family knew the intimacies of love, devotion, generosity, and piety of a
less formal nature.
The most radical aspects of patriotic frcedon and religious liberty
were to be found in the Zurich University where pestalozzi was educated.
The spirit of the teachers cultivated dreamers who would lose sight of
realities in their zest for simplicity of manner, justice for the down-
trodden, and a return to the old virtues. The English University life
which John Wesley knew was of a narrow cultural emphasis, turning out
scholars and gentlemen of the bid clAssical school. The Wesleys' Holy
Club was frowned upon partly because it was not conventional to the
tradition of the school. The students of Zurich championed the cause of
the radical Rousseau, While the;^ were chided as revolutionists by the
government, their views were shared by many of the professors.
102 Lunn, Arnold, John Wesley , p. 49
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Wesley was educated and ordained for the ministry, the profession of
his father; but his spiritual unrest would not permit him to accept an
opening in hie father's parish. Inner peace did not come to him until
after he had tested himself as a missionary priest in America, delving
into a study of the Moravian tentes and finding at last a satisfying
personal religious experience which gave him the passion for his ministry.
Festalczzi, inquiring into the causes of evil, as a student, turned from
his education for the ministry to a study of law, and finally to agri-
culture as a means of finding some remedy for the social evils of the
peas€uit people. Not until he undertook the education of his own son was
he convinced that he had found his lifework in bringing better schools
to the masses*
Wesley's educational viewpoint was shaped by the opinions and
practices of his mother; together with the Christian Flatonists whom he
followed in a literal acceptance of an ascetic life in student days.
While he read Milton's Tractate on Education , Law's Essay on Human
Understanding , and probably discussed Comenius with his brother, these
writings were not as vital influences. It is suggested that the home
life of Pestalozzi idealized for him the feeling elements which he stressec
in hie educational viewpoints. Swiss teachers contributed much toward hie
interest in an industrial education. It was Rousseau's writings that gave
him the foundation for his experiments and his belief in perceptual trainir 5
Comparison of Beliefs and Teachings Concerning the Nature of Childreu
Wesley often spoke affectionately of children. He enjoyed their
company and appreciated the responsibility which his ministry held toward
them. He thought of his work with children as the most difficult part of
his office, yet never neglected it. Children were to him little adults.
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and like many of his time he failed to under-stand child nature.
Pestalozzi had a very real affection for children. Ke made it his
business to study child nature that he might teach with child need at the
center of his teaching. Pestalozzi appreciated that play is a natural
practice of children which can be utilized for learning and physical
development. Wesley never appreciated the significance of play and forbade
it in his schools.
Wesley believiiin the depravity of human nature. He declared that
persons are by nature the children of wrath, but by grace children of God.
All persons from birth are tainted with the diseases of nature and must be
transformed by a re-birth»
Peatalozzi believed original nature to be divine, and man by nature
God-like, There is, however, in the sensual side of human nature a destruct
element, and man can be set free from this by education. The little child
may observe with profit the higher aspects of nature- the glory of the suns<
the dew,the flowers, and sense in them faith and love. This is to contempla
God. Through mother-love and training, he learns to observe these things
and gains his first impressions of divine love through mother love.
An immediate experience of God was thought by Wesley to be possible fc
both adults and children. Every stage o^ religious experience is possible
for children. Religious experiences should be tested and governed by reasor
by the rules which govern moral conduct, and must be in line with Biblical "t
teachinJis By these tests Wesley thought that experiences might be judged.
He believed that religious training was a necessary accompaniment to evange]
ization, or the awakeningoof the individual^
Pestalozzi does not point to any one religious experience as a turninj
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point in a child's life* Wesley does point to conversion as the turning poii
Like Wesley, he believed that religious experience is an affair of the heart,
possible to all even of a tender age. By a series of personal religious
experiences, the growth of man is God's own work. Through the cultivation
of the feelings of faith and love, an attachment to the Creator is formed,
and mem orders his ways by God*
Both men accepted the value of discipline and work, Wesley carried
them over as a part of his own ascetic life which he recommended in holy
living, Pestalozzi saw more of an inter-relation between work and worship*
Both felt that an idle life is exposed to evil, Pestaloszi saw the idealizec
industrious life as the fiandation for Worship* Wesley thought of work mort
flis a means for checking the diseases of nature. Both advocated punishment
as a way of bringing individuals to & state of repentance*
Adult Education
Wesley emphasized the regeneration of society through the salvation of
the individual, while Pestalozzi gave his chief thought to the salvation of
the race* With Festalozzi, the moral freedom of the individual comes througlj
the completeness or perfection of the race. While Pestalozzi saw that
defective nature and defective abilities of individuals were the cause of
their misery, he sought to relieve this by what he thought^ to be the proper
education of the masses. He recognized that in Christianity we have the
divine means for educating the race. Both leaders worked in the interests ol
individuals. It was Pestalozzi who saw that the individual could not be sav^d
unless the environment of persons and things about him should be improved.
It was Wesley who labored to make individuals conscious of God, convicted of
sin to such an extent that they could not continue in sin, and therefore in
assuming their own personal responsibility, took upon themselves the spirituejtL
and temporal interests of others
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Wesley's interest in parent education was prompted by his desire to
save children from the •*dise»ses of nature'* through their constant training,
Pestalozzi considered parents as the most natural teachers of children, and
thought that the atmosphere of schools should be patterned after the ideal
home* The writings of Pestalozil in the interests of parent education tonsis
ed of texts which he tried to make so simple that the ininstructed mother
might know how to use them effectively with her children. They were books of
a popular nature picturing ideal training of children in peasant homes,
BTesley^s writings instructed parents upon their duty in formal religious
training. He compiled catechetical instruction books and a book of prayers
suited to many occasions in family life, Pestalozai speaks of the use of
prayers night and morning, in the home, and outlines a plan for the reviewing
of experiences of the week in the family circle on Saturday night at which
time there should be opportunity for repentance of faults and fsunily plans fo|
lOlping the underprivileged. There appears to be an attempt to secure informiil
worship with activities of home and community closely dissociated with worship
fesley was influenced more by the pattern of the Church of England, in encour*
Rging family worship St a formal nature, at a set period during the day. His
[jooks of prayers show a real attempt to associate the every day experiences ii
amily life with religion. He set aside a fedinite time for private prayer
f children as well as the time when they should participate in family worshij
ymns from the writings of his brother were collected by John Wesley and
Issued in a Volume of hymns for children. Both men believed that the home
^hould be an active center for the living of Christian lives, Wesley lost
aith in the influence of the home, and would not allow the children of his
chools to return home for holidays, Pestalozzi saw the defects in parents bul
Tied to make the school what he thought the home ought to be«
II
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Wesley's ministers were led to feel that an important part of their
office was that of the religious education of children. They must set aside
a definite time each week for catechetical instruction and examination of
children whether they liked this or not. They were required to go into every
lome in their parishes, teaching all, young and old, to be Christians inwardl
and outwardly. The first conference of ministers was devoted to the question
[l) How to teach, (2) what to teach, (3) what to do, or how to regulate doc-
trine, discipline and practice. Children were to be formed into little societ
by the minister who should instruct them. He made every effort to create an
interest in study on the part of his ministry. The ministers were to reserve
their mornings for study. He kept them informed on current tApics, involving
moral and ethicsJ. action. He prepared for them courses of study, and examine
them frequently, Pestalozsi was not as closely aseociated with the ministry
as was Wesley, He did not advocate the use of catechism in religious instruc
tion. He called catechisms mere parrot-like repetitions of sull uncomprehend
words, Wesley, on the other hand, took the cateshism of the Established Chur
and attempted to simplify it for children. He did not try to help his minist
to appreciate the difference in the understanding of little children, for he
advocated that they point to the visilble signs of God's love in nature while
they exhorted little children, Baatalozzi emphasized that ministers should
encourage the development of religious feelings, -to love and to act rightly
toward others shoudl precede the drilling upon subjects of positive theology*
The minister should be the shepherd of his flock, closely associated with
the homes of his parish.
The theory and practice of Wesley and Pestalozzi shows a common interes
in the neglected worker. In Switzerland, the peasant farmer and weaver was
the "forgotten man," whose cause Pestalozzi championed. In England, collier
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Cornish miners add iabol'lttg ma of eitied dhangdd th6lr h&blts und«r Wdsldy'fl
influence. Both men tried to bring about a sale of cheap text-books, and
prepared books for the education of workers. Pestalozzi was concerned about
the suffrage rights of peasants, Wesley empressed opinions upon majiy
political affaire as they affected workers. He stated o pinions upon these
questions (l) Increase of populations in great towns- Works, Vol, IV# p,69,82
XI, 136, 133; II. 356; (2) the depletion of rural districts, Works, Vol IV,
69,82; XI. 136, 137; II 356; (3) causes for and remedies of unemployment,
Works, (4) the land question, small holdings, agriculture, fisheries, tazation
,
national debt, Works XI. 50-58; (5) India Stoc^,Works III, 258} VIII. 157,158
(6) accumulation and distribution of wealth. III. 253; (7) production of use-
less articles and the evil of pensions. Pestalozzi dared to be more outspokeft
upon questions involving the justice and liberty of peasants coming in confli|t
j^ith aristocracy over the control of small towns and states. Wesley sought t|^
make his people model citizens, conforming to the government so long as the
government continued with its non-interferance of the individual. Both men
urere sensative to the deeds of the down-trodden,
John Wesley, by creating a consciousness of pure life among groups of
people, bound them together for mutual benefit in Methodist societies. Here
they could share their personal experiences seeking to overcome temptations,
a.nd to keep themselves unspotted from the world about them. It was Pestalozz
Ideal to work for the uplift od an entire community bound by its centers of
Leadership to the benevolent landowner, the minister and the schoolmaster of
the parish. Since he devoted more of his time to teaching and the school,
thit remained an ideal rather than a reality, Swiss towns were more adapted
to the community plan than the English towns and cities. The ideal which
estalozzi held for ionmunity living required strong leaders such as Zwingli
3r Calvin to put it into effect, Pestalozzi shrank from public leadership*
—r
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CempariBon of Educationetl Views Concerning Regeneration of Society
The differences in attitudes of the two men Inward the regeneration of
society has already been stated, in that Wesley sought to do this through
the salvation of the individual, and Pestalozzi through the perfection of the
race or society as a whole. Wesley relied on the transformed energy of the
Individual to change environment. He did not see that the coming industrialiftn
Lnto society would change close relationships between individuals, and that
jower and might would be in the saddle. In such a society the lone individual
:ould not work out his own salvation, Pestalozzi felt the need for inter-
•elationships in the building up of a Christian society. Both men saw the
jvils of poverty, Wesley attributed poverty more to individup.l failings and
ihereby presumed that the poverty-stricken might be bured by the help of God
.n the life of the individual. He urged the aid of the more fortunate in
alleviating distress. Seldom did he deal with the removal of causei. There
fas no protest in his writings against the evil conditions under which men
ived, or against laws such as the Poor Lent, and against the workings of the
actory system. It is apparant that Pestalozzi believed in attacking the
^vils of environment, at the same time a public education prepared people fcr
jjhe liberty which he felt they should enjoy.
Conditions in both countries favored a benevolent despotism. The workin]^
eople had been so long disadvantaged that they could not plead their own
dause until fron their ranks shoull come unusual leadership, and their own
I ducational advantages be raised. Money was power, and both men did not
question but what it should remain in the hands of the wealthy as long as
they directed its use for the good of their fellows, Wesley knew the danger
of riches in defeating unselfish purposes and often warned his people in his
llater years. Finding some of his people "still alive to God" in spite of
tl
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affvauclng riches, ne looked upon li as one instance he had known in half a
century. His ideal for society pictured Christian masters taking responsi-
bility for their workmen in paying them a fair wage, while the faithful work-|
man gave unstinted labor to their roasters, espousing frxjgality and thrift,
Pestaloazi pictured the benevolent landowner assuming the place of judge
over his tenants, being responsible for the education of his young employees
and encouraging thrift,morality and piety in his domain,
Wesley conformed to English society in educating many children for
particular stations in life. Orphans training to be servants did not mingle
with boarding students, fte dondemned, however, the narrowness of Oxford
and Cambridge university education in that there was no place for the son of
the tradesman, Pestalozzi had small use for the educating of children for
particular stations in life. His interest was in the innate capacities of
individuals.
Both men claimed that the rich were obligated by their wealth to an
interest in the poor, Wesley advocated, and put into practice, stewardship,
ojl"
tithing of money and the creation of lending stock, Pestalozzi suggested the
tithing of fields for the children of peasants, with investment in fruit tree)^
goats for their children, etc. He did not believe in charity, but advocated
lelping people to help themsleves, Wesley worked to this end, but the over-
whelming distress in his territory compelled him to adopt charity methods
16 a means of relief. Upon finding deepest poverty in one society he wrotei
"Oh, who do not all the rich that fear God constantly visit the
poor. Can they spend part of their time better? Certainly not. So
they will find in that day, when every man shall receive his own
reward according to his labor, "^02
justematic giving for the relief of distress was put into effect by members
>f Wesley's societies. His schemes had a permanency due to his organizing
;eniu8 and ability to bring people to a sense of responsibility^
102 Tyerman, Luke,- Life and Times of '^esley . Vol III, p, 47

Pestalozzi demonstarted what could be done for orphans through education*
ie did not believe in charity. His practical results were so convincing that
nen of other countries gave of their wealth to the establishmentof Pestalozzilin
Institutions, In his own country, Pestalozzi made a more direct appeal to th i
state for the relief of distreas, while he looked to private persons and
Individual bodies for aid. Many of Wesley's schemes were forerunners of
governmental attacks upon poverty, but Wesley himself, never thogght of these
problems as the duty of the State,
Comparison of Work in Establishing Schools
Both Pestalozzi and Wesley clung to the idea that education must be
sssentially religious, and that elements of Chtistianity were basic for
religious education. Wesleyls belief in the depravity of human nature caused
lim to shape his aims for the complete making over of personality by the
)reaking of the will and the imparting of knowledge, Pestalozzi believed
ihat education should consider what a child already possessed, for human
xature has divine elements. Education does not only consist in admonitions,
;orrections,re^vards and punishments, but in a re-direction of thosr divine
elements the childred already possess* The ultimate end of education accord-
ing to Pestalozzi, is fitness for life, Wesley thought of the ultimate end
18 fitness for the life beyond,
Wesley contributed nothing to educational principles and method, A
btrong religious bias, and ignorance of child nature coupled with an inabilit]
;o interpret advancing contributions of others, prevented him from making
>riginal contributions. His methods were traditional. The outstanding
)rinciples of education he advocated rellect Commenius and Milton (l) to
proceed frcm the known to the related unknown; (2) to interest children in
things rather than in words; (3) to let everyone have the advantage of educatiiloni
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Peetaloaii was the interpre"ter and practical exponent or Kousseau, Mori, ftli
biographer, ehowes these contributions to educational principles and raethode)
1, Observation ii the foundation of instrurtion,
2« Language must be connected with obser'wation*
3, Time for learning id not the time for judgment and criticism,
4, In each branch, instruction must begin with the simplest
elements and proceed gradually by following the child's
development; that is by a series of stept, psychologically
connected,
5, A pause must be made at each stage of the instruction sufficiej|it-
ly long for the child to get the new matter thoroughly into
his grasp and under control.
6, Teaching must follow the path of development and not dogmatic
exposition,
7, Individuality of pupil must be sacred to the teacher,
8, Chief end of elementary instruction is not to furnish knowledgj^
and talents, but to develop and increase powers of the mind,
9, To knowledge must be joined power, to what is known the abilitj^
to turn to account,
10. The relations between master and pupil, especially so far as
discipline must be established and regulated by love,
11. Instruction must be subordinate to the hi^er end of educationillOS
The programs in the educational instrtutions of these two men show a
bommon interest in industrial education. Children of the poor were taught to
rork before they were taught to read. There was not so mueh severity and
conformity to rule in Pestalozzi's institutions* Textbooks were in common us«
n Wesley's schools, while there was a surprising lack of textbooks in the
estalozzian institutions, Wesley stressed memoriaation, while Pestalozzi
elt that there might be superficial impressions through an over-amoubt of
liemorization, Wesley combed the classics and the religious literature of hie
cay for his curricula, while Pestalozzi developed in some respects a new
curricula through object teaching. His work lead to the development of the
elementary school subjects of language, arithmetic, drawing, spelling and
geography, while this was ruled out in Wesley's schools. We dornot find so
niich direct teaching of religion in Pestalozzi's schools as we do in the
wjjasjriy institutions where catechetical teaching prevailed, Pestalozzi sought
to make real the implications of Christian living throup;h nn atm^iapViayft
103 Monroe, Paul,- Encyclopedia of Education, Vol, IV, p, 581
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generosity and love, encouraging the learning of Bible verses andprayers whel
they could be a real expression of feeling already existing in the hearts of
his children. He found moral and religious teachings out of the common
relationships of children,
"PestaloizA opposes strenuously the opinion that religious
intsruction should be addressed exclusively to the understandingj and
shows that religion lies deep in the hearts of men, and that it should
not be enstamped from without, but developed from within; that the
basis of religious feeling is to be found in the childish disposition
to love, to thankfulness, to veneration, obedience and confidence toward
its parents; that these should be cultivated and strengthened and
directed toward God; and that religion should be formally treated of
at a later period in connection with the feelings thus excited. As he^
required the mother to direct the first development of all the faculties
of her child, he assigns to her especially the task of first cultivatiijig
the religious feelings, ••'•0^
Wesley appreciated that religious practices might be a mere cloak of piety
and constantly tried to bring sincerity into the professions of religious
experience. He was not as successful in his work with children as with
adults because he did not understand their natures,
Wesley's writing upon educational theory and practices were based larg€||ly
upon his mother's ideas. Pestalozzi's writings while based upon Rousseau,
were tested by his own experience. He collaborated ofteh with the teachers
of his institutions, who were often more able to express his ideas with clarijlty,
Wesley's genius lay in his ability as administrator, while Pestalozzi's
genius lay in his ability as a teacher and practical exponeat of new ideas,
Wesley's institutions were permanently established, Pestalozzi contributed
to a movement which gave birth to many similar institutions to those which
he established,
"Pestalozzi saw the utter inadequacy of common schools for sittin
peasants for independent self-respecting living and citizenship. No dou|t
Pestalozzi did more than any other single man to make common school
adequate to social service expected of it,"^^^
104 fluhbftrly, TCP* Readings^ in th» History gf Idueattctt^-rnr^^lg
105 Reisner, The Evolution of the the Common School « p,183
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Before public schools became adequate to meet pressing demands, Wesley
provided education for many children uncared for by other institutions,
"The service John Wesley rendered to education was reinforced by the
spiritual transformation effected. It was not only that the disorderljf
became sober, and the lawless peaceful citizens. Desire to read their
Bibles, and improve their minds led to a restless search for knowledge
and a profound reluctance to remain in ignirance. The demand for
education which Methodism created, it strove through its own channels
to supply. Dr, Priestly said that it attended more to the instruction
of the poor than any other class of Christians, Others have
contributed to the theorynof education, Wesley promoted its spread.
And looking at what he did one cannot laugh at what he thought, "107
Similar outcomes are to be noted in Pestalozzi's work even though he Aid
not v/ork chiefly as an aiiministrator,
"He combated with unshrinking boldiBss and untiring perseverance
through a long life, the prejudices and abuses of the age in referencei
to education, both by his example and by his numerous publications. He
attacked with great vigor and with no small degree of success that
favorite maxim of tyranny and bigotry, that obedience and devotion are
the le||itimate offspring of ignorance. He denounced that degrading
system, which considers it enough to enable man to procure a subsisten
for himself and his offspring- and in this manner, merely to place
him on a level with the beast of the forest; which deems everything
lost whose value cannot be es'limated in money. He urged upon the
consciences of parents and rilers with an energy appreaching thpt of
the ancient prophets, the solemn duties which Divine Providence had
imposed upon them, in commiting to their charge the present and future
destinies of their fellow beings. In this way, he produced an impuls
which pervaded the continent of Europe, and which, by means of his
popular and theoretical works reached the cottages of the poor and
the palaces of the great. His institution at Yverdon was crowded with
men of every nation, not rely those who were led by the same impulse
which inspired him, but by the agents of kings and noblemen, and publi
institutions who came to make themselves acquainted with his principle
in order to become his fellow-laborers in other countries,"
Pestalozzi was a part of the institutions he created and therefore
until his latter days was able to give constant supervision, Wesley was
obliged to rely upon occasional visits and the reports of masters and
visiting clergymen for his supervisory work. He was systematic and thorough
in his analyses. Those who taught under Pestalozzi sometimes failed to
understand hire because his methods were indefinite in their early stages*
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107 Edwards.Maidw7B«-> John Wesler and the Eie:hteenth Century, pd 244,2
108 Cubberly, E,P, Readings in the History of Education, p, 444
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He came into conflict with many of his masters, Tffesley finding many of his
masters who disagreed with his aim, expelled them fro^ office rather than
tolorate them. He had in back of him the authority of his own dominate
personality, and a system of visiting ministers from his conferences.
Pestalo2zi, broken down by ill health and the conditions of poverty under
which he had lived in his early days of teaching, could not assert himself
with such dominance as Wesley, He was sensitive and conscioas of his
failures to impress others,
Pestalozzi had a genius for gathering teachers of outstanding nerit.
The names of Froebel, Herbart, Fellenburg, Krusi, Neef and Zeller are
important in the history of education and owe their genius to Pestalozzi'
s
influence, Wesley was gullible in his first impressions of teachers and had
often to turn aside men and women whom he had at first adjudged to be
superior. He stamped upon many of his teachers a passion for study, self-
sacrifice, and an ascetic life like unto that which he subjected himself to
in his student days, A comparison of the general rules by which Wesley
lived with the rules of Joseph Benson, one of his teachers will show how
strongly the more earnest teachers were influenced by Wesley's example:
Wesley's Rules* Benson's Rules
1, Begin and end every day with 1, To rise at four and go to bed at
God and sleep not immoderately, nine
2, Be diligent in your calling. 4, Let rae with a single eye, not for
praise, instruct the feoys diligent;
3, Snploy all spare hours in 3. To spend an hour from four to five
religion as able every morning and five to six
4, All holidays as Holy days, every evening in devout meditation
8. Never on any account pass a day with«utand prayer, and at-'nine in the mori
•Bt etting aside at least an hour ing,and three in the afternoon a
for devotion, few rainmtes to prayer,
5, AvAid drunkards and busybodies, 2, Never to trifle away time in usele
6, Avoid curiosity and useless employ- visits, vain conversation or in
ments and knowledge, studying anything not to my
9, Avicd all aomner of passion.109 advantage. 110
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Both Pestalozzi and Wesley subjected themselves to self-examination
both as to their v/ork and to their personal character. It is interesting
that many of their teachers followed their practices in writing daily
confessions in their diaries. Like Wesley, it was aaid of Pestalozzi:
"No man was ever less satisfied v/ith himself; no man ever so
quick to learn from experience. Ingratitude never lessened his
kindness nor deceit his trust," 111
Wesley knew the radience of Christian experience not to be found in solitary
religion. He was more able to inspire his ministers with this spirit than
his schoolmasters, Pestalozzi' s students in training for leadership were
profoundly influenced by hia character. They could not be in his presence
without learning to exert a feeling of sacrificial love upon the children
under their guidence. It might be said that the eighteenth century produced
two leaders whose character influence was as great as their works*
111 De Guimps, C,R, Pestalozzi, Life and Works , p. 17
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